
 
 

   
 

    

 



  
  

    

What Causes Social Explosions ? 
Not your ideas, nor mine, nor anybody’s ideas. Social changes spring from economic 

needs rather than intellectual aims. When any system becomes unable to carry on production 
and to feed and clothe and house the working class, either the people must starve, thus prov- 
ing their unfitness to survive, or we see a revolution for self-preservation. 

In his new book CAPITAL TODAY Mr. Her- 
man Cahn shows how the Present System is 
failing to function in these essential points, be- 
cause of the breakdown of the credit system 
and the contradictions in the currency. 

The crying needs of the people of Europe, 
Asia and America today are: 

more houses, more machinery of production, 
more clothing, more railroads, 
more food, more coal. 

If the wants of these people are not satisfied, 
they must either fight to save themselves, or 
they must perish. 

And the Capitalist System can no longer 
supply their needs. The flaws and mistakes and 
errors in this system are cutting off CREDIT 
and thus choking off PRODUCTION. Already 
the capitalist system is unable to build the 
homes the workers need; already it is becoming 
unable to produce the machinery the world re- 
quires to avoid starvation! ‘ 

The Collapse of capitalism is becoming every- 
where apparent in its inability to carry on pro- 
duction. 

Herman Cahn, in his book CAPITAL TO- 
DAY, explains the new contradictions that have 
arisen, contradictions which will soon bring 
about conditions wherein the LIFE and HOPE 
of the working class and of society as a whole 
will depend upon the ability of the working 
class to carry on production when the capitalist 
class has failed! 

CAPITAL TODAY, by Herman Cahn, cloth, 
postpaid, is the most inspiring book since 

arx, 

The Ancient Lowly: A History of the Ancient 
Working People from the Earliest Known Peri- 
od to the Adoption of Christianity by Constan- 
tine. By C. Osborne Ward. Includes a history 
of the deeds of Spartacus and his followers. 
This work represents a life-time of research, 
and proves that Christianity was originally a 
labor movement with strong communist fea- 
tures before it became an instrument of class 
exploitation. Two large volumes, $2.50 each. 

Ancient Society; or, Researches in the Lines 
of Human Progress; from Savagery through 
Barbarism to Civilization. By Lewis H. Mor- 
gan. This is the great original work which rey- 
olutionized men’s ideas on the life of primitive 
man. It shows the historical reasons for the 
existence of the family, private property and 
the state in their present form, and makes it 
easy to understand the revolutionary changes 
now in progress. Used by sociologists all over 
the world in the best universities. Formerly 
$4.00; our price $1.50. 

The Origin of the Family, Private Property 
and the State. By Frederick Engels. This book 
contains a summary of the important facts es- 
tablished by Morgan in his “Ancient Society,” 
together with an application of these facts to 
our own times. It explains the origin, evolu- 
tion and function of the State, the evolution of 
property and the origin and evolution of the 
Family. It shows that woman’s place in society 
depends upon the mode of production, that it 
has changed repeatedly and will change again, 
and that nothing but the collapse or overthrow 
of the capitalist system will give woman the 
freedom she demands. 75-cents. 

All these books are well hound im cloth, and will be sent by insured mail promptly on 
receipt of price. Catalog free. Address 

Charles H. Kerr & Company, 
339 East Ohio Street, CHICAGO 
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COMMITTEE of ONE HUNDRED | 
On Ireland 

New York City, 

September 29, 1920. 

The Editor of THE NATION, : 

New York City. 

Dear Sir: 

I am impressed by the fact that the Committee of One 

Hundred, which has been organized by THE NATION for the in- 

vestigation of atrocities in Ireland, is national in character 

and in geographical distribution. It seems to me that an under- 

taking of this kind which is so obviously national should be 

nationally financed. 

I accordingly take the liberty of suggesting that THE 

NATION should invite general public subscriptions for the 

expenses of the Commission which is to conduct the investigation. 

I feel sure that everyone who loves Ireland or Great Britain, 

everyone who would help to maintain peace now seriously threatened, 

everyone who believes that the facts regarding the unspeakable 

parbarities which are daily being perpetrated in Ireland should be 

thoroughly and impartially investigated and responsibility for 

them clearly fixed, will welcome an opportunity to contribute to 

such a fund. I am taking pleasure in enclosing my own contribution 

of five hundred dollars ($500.00). 
Yours ywery truly, 

John E. Milholland 

THE NATION accepts Mr. Milholland’s suggestion, and gratefully acknowledges his generous contribution to 

the Committee. 

The necessary expenses of such an investigation as is planned will inevitably be very considerable. _The inves- 

tigation may occupy several months. The Commission may find it necessary to sit elsewhere than at Washington. 

Numerous witnesses have already been invited from Treland, and their traveling expenses are to be paid. Other 

‘necessary expenses include compensation for the members of the Commission and payment of its clerical staff, rent, 

telegrams, correspondence, office supplies, etc. 

THE NATION accordingly invites contributions to a fund for meeting the expenses of the investigation. Con- 

tributions of any amount will be gratefully received. Mr. Royal W. France, of the law firm of Konta, Kirchwey, 

France & Michael, New York City, has undertaken to act as treasurer of the fund. 

All money contributed in aid of the investigation will be separately accounted for and a detailed statement of 

receipts and expenditures will in due time be made public. 

Contributions should be addressed to 

ROYAL W. FRANCE, Treasurer 

Care of THE NATION 
20 Vesey Street 

New York City       
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Lenin laying the cornerstone of a memorial to Karl Marx 

(Moscow) 
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In Praise of | Lenin 
By Maxim Gorky 

es ILYITCH LENIN appears to me a source of 

energy so powerful that without his dynamic influence 

the Russian Revolution could not have taken the form it 

actually has taken. I say this in spite of my belief in a 

theory of human history which assigns to the individual an 

insignificant réle in the great process of cultural develop- 

ment. 

To Lenin’s will, history has given the terrible task of dig- 

ging up from, the bottom this desul- 

tory, misbuilt, slothful semi-human 

ant-hill which we call Russia. But to 

me it seems that the significance -of 

Lenin as the initiator of social change 

in Russia is of less moment than his 

importance as a world-revolutionary. 

The terrific energy of his will, the 

jmpact of which is re-moulding Rus- 

sia, goes farther; it is a tireless bat- 

tering-ram under whose plows the 

monumental architecture of the capi- 

talist states of the West, and the an- 

cient piles of those execrable despotic 

empires of the East, are already stag- 

gering to their downfall. 

I think now, as I thought two years 

ago, when I opposed Lenin, that to 

him Russia is only the first material 

to hand in a gigantic social experi- 

ment conceived ona planetary scale. 

In the face of this idea I was over- 

whelmed by a sentiment of pity for 

the Russian people, the victims as it Lenin 

seemed to me of this experiment, and 

I was indignant against the experimenter. But since then, 

observing the course of events in the Russian Revolution, 

seeing its revolutionary effects broaden and deepen, I have 

realized that it is actually awakening and organizing more 

and more effectively such forces as are really capable of 

destroying the foundations of capitalism. I now feel that 

jf Russia is destined to serve as an object of social experi- 

ment, it would be wrong to blame the man whose endeavor 

jt is to hasten the progress of this social experiment by 

transforming the potential energy of the working masses of 

Russia into effective, kinetic energy. 

I have no intention of writing a discourse in defense oY 

justification of Lenin. That is not necessary either to him or 

  

to me. But I know him a little. Mistakes—if it is necessary 

to speak of them—are not crimes. The mistakes of Lenin 

are the mistakes of an honest man, and the world has yet 

to see an infallible reformer. But those who oppose and 

condemn Lenin, the Lloyd Georges and the Clemenceaus and 

their followers, are infallible in their own role of criminals 

and assassins; they are condemning a whole people to the 

torments of hunger and cold, by supporting the continuation 

of an insane civil war. Yes, insane— 

for aside from the Bolsheviks there 

are no parties in Russia able to take 

the powers of government into their 

own hands, able to awaken the forces 

of the exhausted country, able to call 

out and use the energy indispensible 

for productive labor. 

In considering Lenin I put aside my 

personal affection for the man and 

consider him as a human being under 

my observation, a phenomenon inter- 

esting to me as a writer describing 

the life of my own country. 

I see him making a speech at a 

meeting of workers. He uses ex- 

tremely simple terms; he speaks with 

a tongue of iron, with the logic of an 

ax; but in his rude words I have never 

heard any vulgar demagogism, nor 

- any banal seeking after the beautiful 

phrase. He always speaks of the 

same thing: of the necessity of de- 

stroying to the root the social in- 

equalities of men, and the means of 

accomplishing the task. This ancient truth resounds upon 

his lips with a sound harsh, implacable: one feels always 

that he believes unshakably in it: one feels how calm is his 

faith—the faith of a fanatic, but of a fanatic-scientist, and 

not of a metaphysician or a mystic. 

Tt seems to me that what is individual interests him hardly 

at all; he thinks only of parties, of masses, of states. And 

in dealing with these he has the gift of foresight, the in- 

tuitive genius of the experiment-thinker. He possesses that 

happy clarity of thought which is attained only by means of 

intensive and constant intellectual labor. 

A Frenchman asked me one day: “Do you not find that 

Lenin is a thinking guillotine?” 
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For my part, I would compare the work of his thought to 
the blows of a hammer endowed with vision, shattering and 

destroying precisely those things which for so long have 
needed to be destroyed. 

' To the petty bourgeois of all countries, Lenin must natur- 

ally appear’as an Atilla come to destroy the Rome of their 
prosperity and comfort. Their comfort, founded as it is on 

slavery, blood and pillage, is indeed in danger. But just 

as ancient Rome deserved to fall, so the crimes of the con- 
temporary regime justify the necessity of its destruction. 
It is a historic necessity; no thing and no person can evade 

it. We hear from high places the plea of the value of Euro- 
pean culture and the necessity of defending it against the 
invasion of the New Hun. Such sentiments when uttered by 
a revolutionary have sincerity and value. But upon the lips 

of the organizers and accomplices of the shameful massacre 
of 1914-18 they are heartless hypocrisy. 

As for the development of culture, if we understand this 
to mean the progressive development of art, of science, of 

technique, and of the humanization of the beings who are 

contemporary with this development, such a process cannot 

be retarded by the new fact that not only tens of 

thousands of individuals, but vast masses of many 

millions will take an active part in the cultural task. 

Sometimes that audacity of imagination necessary 

to a man of letters puts before me this question: “How 

does Lenin visualize the new world?” And before me 
there unrolls the splendid picture of the earth become 
a gigantic jewel, faceted with beautiful evidences of 

the labor of a free humanity. In this new world all 
men are reasonable, and each has the feeling of per- 

sonal responsibility for all that is done by him and 

around him. Everywhere city gardens enclose ma- 

jestie palaces. Everywhere the forces of nature, con- 

quered and organized by man, work for him. And 

man himself has become—at last—the real master of 
the world. No longer is his physical energy lost in a 

coarse and filthy labor, it is transformed into spiritual 

energy—and all this power is consecrated to the strug- 

gle with the fundamental problems of life, to the solu- 
tion of which his thought has vainly devoted itself for 

so many centuries. Vainly, for it was shattered in the 

social struggle which it was helpless to explain, it was 

exhausted by the inexorable conflict of irreconcilable 
principles. 

More noble in technique, more socially just, man’s 
work in this future world has become a joy. Man’s 
reason, the most precious thing in the world, being set 

free, has become fearless. 

I do not think that I have here imputed to Lenin a 
dream which is alien to his mind. I do not think that 
I “romanticize” this man. I cannot represent him to 
myself without this superb vision of the future happi- 
ness of all mankind, of a life become bright and joy- 

’ ous. » The greater the man, the bolder his dream. 
Lenin is more a man than any other of our contem- 
poraries. And although his thoughts are obviously 
occupied in the main with political problems which 
romantic minds would describe as “narrowly practical,” 
I am persuaded that in his rare moments of release 
this militant spirit allows himself to be carried in 
thought far away towards a future of beauty, where he 
sees much more than I myself can imagine. 

The fundamental purpose of all Lenin’s life is the 
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happiness of humanity. And for that reason he must haye 
glimpses in the distance of the age to come, of the end of this 
magnificent process, to the unfolding of which he has conse- 

crated all his energies with the courage of an ascetic. He jg 

an idealist, if one understands by that the devotion of all the 

forces of one’s nature to a single idea—the idea of world. 

wide human happiness. His private life is such that jn an 

epoch of great religious faith we would have regarded Lenin 

as a saint. 

I know that this statement will put the petty bourgeoisie 

in a fury. Also, many of the comrades will make fun of me, 
and Lenin himself will greet my“statement with a joyous 

burst of laughter. Saint! that is indeed a paradoxical and 

comic term, applied to a man for whom, as the old man-of- 

God, the ex-revolutionary N. Tschaikovsky, said, absolutely 
nothing is holy. A saint, Lenin, whom the chief of the Eng- 

lish conservatives, Mr. Churchill, a man of the best British 
education and the highest British culture, considers “the most 

ferocious and the most execrable of men”! 

Although himself a severe realist, Lenin is becoming little 
by little a legendary figure. And that is well. 

  
Lenin at the Karl Marx memorial ceremony.   
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From the far-off villages of India, coming hundreds of 
miles over mountain paths and through forests, hiding, risk- 
ing their lives, there arrive at Caboul, at the Russian Soviet 

" Embassy, Hindus representing the millions crushed under 
the ancient yoke of British officialdom; they arrive and ask: 

“Who is Lenin?” 
And at the other end of the world we hear Norwegian 

laborers say: 

“Lenin is the honest lad. There has never been his equal 

on earth.” 
I say it is well. The great majority of men have an abso- 

lute need of personal faith to enable them to begin to act. It 
would be too long to wait until they began of themselves to 

think and act, without such assistance; and during that time 
the evil genius of capitalism would crush them more and 

more with misery, alcoholism, and the stupor of weariness. 

It seems to me necessary to note also that Lenin is not 

exempt from the sentiments of friendship, and that in gen- 

eral nothing that is human is alien to him. I feel a little 

embarrassed and ridiculous jn mentioning this; but the petty 
bourgeoisie of the whole world are so frightened at Lenin’s 
inhuman jntellectuality—and Mr. Churchill, with his gaze 

fixed anxiously on the Orient, rages so furiously that one 

fears he will do injury to his health—and as I have a tender 

heart, I feel obliged to give some slight reassurance to these 

frightened and furious people. , 

It sometimes happens that Lenin judges the virtues of 

people too much in their own favor, and to the detriment of 

the cause. But his unfavorable judgments—even those which 
seem at first without foundation—are almost always con- 
firmed utterly by the conduct of these people. This perhaps 

proves that Lenin senses the faults of men better than their 

virtues; but also that in general there are many more harm- 

ful than useful men. 
It must be understood that one could say of him as an indi- 

vidual many more things than what is said here. But the 

modesty of this man, so completely devoid of ambition, embar- 

rasses me. I know that the little I have said will appear to 

% 

him superfluous, exaggerated, and ridiculous. All right. Let 

him laugh, as he knows so well how to do. But I hope that 

many people will read these lines not without profit to them- 

selves. 
In these lines I have discussed a man who has had the 

audacity to begin the process of European social revolution 
in.a country where a vast number of peasants wish to be- 

come well-fed property-holders, and nothing more. Many 

regard this audacity of Lenin’s as madness. I began my 

work as an instigator of the revolutionary spirit with a 

hymn to the madriess of the brave. There was a time when 

a natural pity for the Russian people compelled me to con- 

sider this madness as almost a crime. But now when I see 

that these people know much better how to suffer in patience 

than to work consciously and honestly, I sing anew my hymn 

to the sacred madness of the brave. And among them. Vlad- 

imir Lenin js the first and the maddest. 

THE DANCERS 

Bee from the turmoil and the dust of trade, 

From daily slaveries, the dancers spin: 

Dear jewelled ladies, are you not afraid 

Of all those pallid faces looking in? 

Some night the rhythm of the dance may crack, 

The lights may vanish and the music halt, 

And all these revelries may falter back 

Like echoes dying in a hollow vault. 

Then darkness will rush over you and cry 

With voices full of agony and death; 

The halt, the lame, the blind will stumble by 

And you will feel the anger in their breath; 

There will be torches and a trail of fire 
And free hearts singing of a new desire. 

Joseph Freeman. 

Poems of AVang Wei 
(8th Century) / 

I. THE GREEN BROOK 

Talk of discovering the Earthly Paradise— 

Vl follow this green little brook of water 

Up into the mountains of ten thousand curves; 

Before the path has wound a hundred miles, 

Music will mingle and voices with the rocks, 

Color and quietness among the green pines, 

Heavingly, heavingly, the lillies and the reeds, 

Gleamingly, gleamingly, the mosses and the grasses, 

Shining to my heart will make it void and still— 

So clear and pure a stream it is. I'll rest 

On this huge rock, drop hook, and stay forever. 

Il. A FARM HOUSE BY THE WAI RIVER 

The resting sun shines on the highlands only; 

The sheep return along the pauper street; 

The old man peering for his youthful shepherd oa 

Leans on his staff beside the brown thatched door; 

The cocks are young, the rice-blades very green, 

The silk-worms lie in many mulberry leaves; 

The farmers bringing on their backs their plows, 

Come in together, and they talk as friends; 

In envy of their idle quietude 

I pensively recite The Hermit’s Song. 

Ill. PASSING THE HENG TZE TEMPLE 

I did not know it was the Heng Tze temple, 

High up in the cloudy-headed hills, 

The aged trees—no trodden path comes here. 

From what deep mountain heart resounds a bell? 

Is it but water sobbing on the perilous rock? 

The sun’s declining color chills the pines, 

And a thin twilight fills the winding gorge. 

The demon greed of power is silenced here. 

Translated by Moon Quan and Max Eastman



     
About Dogmatism 

A MAN in a sink-hole has to believe in something. He 

£% has to regard some facts as confirmed and some ideas 

as valid, or at least worth acting upon, because he has to 

act. A man lolling on the bank in a comfortable chair does 

not have to believe in anything. That is one of his special 

privileges. And the special privilege of not believing in 

anything is the one to which the bourgeois intellectual clings 

long after he has acknowledged the injustice of all others. 

He calls the struggling proletariat “dogmatic,” “fanatical,” 

“religious,” and various other intellectual bad names, because 

the proletariat believes that certain facts are verified and 
certain ideas valid. He thinks he is very wise and liberal- 
godlike in doing this, but he is really only making a final 

assertion of his own superior caste. What the proletariat 

would say to him, if it were completely in possession of its 

philosophy, is this: 
“TI also intend to stop believing so intensely. I intend to 

take away from you that exclusive right to be sceptical—to 

be tentative—to be in a state of suspended judgment, which 

you find so liberal and so delightful. I am going to sit on 
the bank too. That is why I am doing so much believing 

just now and just here.” 

I am moved to these reflections by a letter to the London 

Nation from Robert Dell—a noted journalist of the Man- 

chester Guardian, a great friend of Anatole France, ‘a near- 

socialist—commenting upon Bertrand Russell’s discoveries 

in Russia. Robert Dell takes Mr. Russell’s discoveries for 

the ultimate truth . “At last,” he sighs, “we have the testi- 
mony of a trained scientific observer.” If Robert Dell does 

not know the difference between a trained scientific observer 
and a mathematical philosopher, he is not much of an obser- 

ver himself. He should go back to Plato’s Theaetetus, and 
find out what a philosopher really is—a man, as Plato says, 

, who knows so much in the abstract that he cannot 

find his way to market. I quote this sentence: “On every 

occasion, private as well as public, when the philosopher 

appears in a law-court, or in any place in which he has to 

speak of things which are at his feet and before his eyes, 

he is the jest, not only of Thracian handmaids, but of the 

general herd, tumbling into wells and every sort of disaster 

through his inexperience.” 

That is the kind of “trained scientific observer” Bertrand 
Russell is—as appears very clearly in the absurd tale he 
told us about Maxim Gorky. He said, you remember, that 

Maxim Gorky was discouraged, disillusioned of the revolu- 

tion, “obviously dying of a broken heart.” He said this after 

visiting Gorky and “observing” him personally. The facts 

about Gorky’s attitude toward the revolution, and the state 
of his heart, are recorded by his own pen in this issue of the 

Liberator, and the reader will not ask any further proof of 

the folly and unreliability of Bertrand Russell’s solemn 
gossip about Russia. The best we can say for Bertrand 

Russell is that he is indeed “a philosopher,” and in venturing 

out of that narrow cerebral habitation which philosophers 

call the universe, he has gone all: astray, and so smeared 

and damaged his reputation for sound judgment, that it 

would be better for him if he had tumbled into a well. 
The particular “testimony” of his which Robert Dell seizes 

upon with so much delight is the assertion that the Russian 
communists, and Lenin especially, are fanatical and dog- 
matic. “Shall we ever get a revolutionary movement,” says 
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Robert Dell, in concluding his letter, “led by men free from 

the religious temper, guided by reason and ne by faith, 

content with hypotheses and eschewing dogmas?” And he 

adds that we probably will not—for at least two hundred 

years. 

Now, I would like to testify that I have never seen a sign 

in any speech or writing of Lenin, that he regarded the 

Marxian theory as anything other than a scientific hypothe- 

sis in process of verification. I have never even been able 

to discover that sort of half-oriental emotional fatalism 

about the revolution which Arthur Ransome ascribed to him, 

It seems to me that these writers are merely surprised that a 

man in the position Lenin occupies should have sound nerves, 

In his speech on “The World Crisis” in the recent Congress 

of the Third International, after laughing at the bourgeoisie 

for regarding the present industrial crisis as a mere tem- 

porary malady, he took pains to castigate on the other hand 

those revolutionists who think it is all a sure thing, and 

the issue absolutely determined, 

“That is an error,” he said. “There is no such thing as a 

situation with only one possible outcome. The bourgeoisie 

acts like a bandit who has lost his head. It commits folly 

after folly, renders the situation more acute and precipitates 

jts own doom. All that is true, but there is no ‘proof’ that 

the bourgeoisie cannot either calm down a certain number of 

the exploited by concessions, or choke by force in the germ 

each partial uprising of the oppressed. To try to demonstrate 

that there is not, for the bourgeoisie, any possibility of get- 

ting out of this impasse, is mere pedantry. It is playing 

with words and ideas. Practice alone can furnish us with 
‘proof.’ It is in order to prepare ‘proofs’ by deeds that we 

are united in this Congress of the Communist International.” 

If Mr. Robert Dell or Mr. Bertrand Russell can find a way 
to speak about the present crisis any more perfectly in the 
language of instrumental science, I would like to hear them 
do it. I think we have heard enough about “dogmatism” from 

so-called intellectuals who are simply too priggish, or too 
lazy, or too stiff in the head with habit, to study the revo- 

lutionary science, and find out something about it besides 

what it looks like from the point of view of a traditional 
mental culture that is diametrically opposed to it. 

An active and perfect belief in a thoroughly-understood 
hypothesis is not dogmatism. It becomes dogmatism only 

if it continues after the hypothesis. has been disproven. And 
while there may be debate as to whether the Marxian hy- 
pothesis in its general outlines has yet been proven or not— 
anyone who says it has been disproven jn the events of the 
last five years is either totally ignorant of the hypothesis, or 
totally ignorant of the last five years. Max EASTMAN. 
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    Answer to 

Cour people have disapproved of my article in the 

October number of the Liberator which expressed my 

change of opinion in regard to the Soviet Republic and its 

philosophy. As yet only one person has given his objections 

in detail, but each of them appears to think that I have 

become an apostate. 

Let me make a brief answer. 

I think that what I have done is to discover for myself and 

to declare to my comrades that the first large, successful 

workers’ revolution—crystgllized in the form of the Soviet 

Republic—does truly represent the aspirations that are fun- 

damental to the Anarchist movement. I said that mistakes 

of reasoning had crept into both the Anarchist school and 

the Socialist school, and that the correction of these mistakes 

in the light of the Russian revolution would lead both fac- 

tions back to the common ground of the First International 

of the time when Marx and Bakunin worked together, which, 

roughly speaking, is something like the common ground that 

Lenin stands upon now with some Anarchists that I am going 

to tell you about. 

I expressed the opinion that the Third International will 

get its best strength from the Anarchists and Anarcho-Syn- 

dicalists when these men, who are the cream of the revolu- 

tionary movement, begin clearly to understand the meaning 

of: Lenin’s program. Only, said’I, the Anarchists being 

mortals, not gods, must consent to learn. It happens that 

Lenin has_ just written to Sylvia Pankhurst a letter which 

deals with Anarchists who support the Soviet Power. Lenin 

says that they are “our best comrades and friends,” that 

they “are the best revolutionists who are the enemies of 

Marxism through a misunderstanding, or rather in conse- 

quence of the fact that the predominant official Socialism 

of the Second International (1889-1914) had betrayed Marx- 

ism, had fallen into opportunism, had distorted the revolu- 

tionary teachings of Marx in general, and his teachings con- 

cerning the lessons of the Commune in 1871 in particular.” 

Lenin has seen in Italy the grand old man Malatesta as the 

leader of the best blood of Italy—the Anarchists—precipi- 

tate the occupation of factories that nearly resulted in a suc- 

cessful revolution, and then fight with all his power to pre- 
vent the betrayal which was accomplished by Socialist and 

trade union politicians. Lenin knows that the revolutionary 

movement has been skimmed of its cream and that in many 

countries the cream is in the Anarchist bottle. He knows 
that the working class revolution depends for its further de- 

velopment in many places upon the men who have in the past 

revolted from the timid Socialist parties and have named 
themselves Anarchist-Communists. But he knows also that 
in swinging into the revolutionary first line the Anarchist 

movement must chuck some of its “philosophers” into the 

same ash-pit with Scheidemann, Ebert,.Noske and Stedman. 

That is what I think, too; and some will call it apostasy. 

Don’t imagine that this is a new question to me. I had to 
consider it while the grenades were exploding and the can- 

non were firing in Moscow and in Berlin. I was slow to come 

to the conclusion that I now hold. My comrades in Moscow, 

Odessa, Kiev and Kharkoff had to consider the matter, too, 

By Robert Minor 

My Critics 

while men were dying over these issues. Some beside myself 

have changed their minds a little. 

The cleanest young Anarchist that I knew in Russia was 

Anatoli Zheleznakoff, who commanded the Kronstadt sailors 

that dispersed the Constituent Assembly. In the early days 

#when the Soviets depended much upon the Anarchists to take 

the front posts of danger beside the Communists, Anatoli 

was never away from the front. When the disciplined Red 

Army was formed, Anatoli refused on principle to join it, 

and many of his comrades, including myself, then agreed 

with him. Anatoli became a fugitive, concealing himself in 

Odessa to escape the Soviet authorities.» When the city 

seemed about to fall to the counter-revolutionary general 

Denikin, Anatoli came out of his hiding place and joined in 

the defense. Then the Ukraine was in danger of capture by 

the White armies, and Anatoli volunteered and went to the 

front as commander of two armored trains. He was killed 

in battle at Yekatrinoslav. 

The ablest executive that the Anarchist movement devel- 

oped in the Russian revolution was William Shatoff, who had 

published “Golos Truda” in New York. As general manager 

of the Nikolaievsky railroad Shatoff broke the bourgeois 

sabotage system and restored that great trunk line to good 

service. Then he became Chief of Police of Petrograd and 

exterminated the counter-revolutionary plots that threatened 

that city. He was appointed political commissar to the Sev- 

enth Soviet Army, in which he exposed and arrested the 

General Staff that was planning to betray Petrograd to 

Yudenitch. Shatoff is now, I believe, managing the Soviet 

portion of the Trans-Siberian railway. 

The strongest military leader that the Anarchist move- 

ment developed in Russia was an ex-school teacher who be- 

came General Makhno, and who rallied an Anarchist army 

of the remnants of the black flag regiments in the Ukraine. 

when they refused to ‘submit to the Red Army. discipline. 

This Anarchist army operated independently against both 

the Red and White Army, planning at an opportune time to 

form the nucleus of, a revolution more radical than that of 

the Bolsheviki (thinking there could be such a thing). In 

December, 1918, Makhno with 9,000 Anarchists got on the 
road to fame with the capture of Pavlograd from the White 

Army. They put that city in charge of a soviet of workers, 

which affiliated with Moscow. 

The clearest and boldest Anarchist thinker that I met in 
Russia was Volin, and he was a bitter opponent of the Bol- 

sheviki, He joined Makhno’s army and became his political 

adviser and editor of the army newspaper,. the “Nabat.” 

Volin and Makhno made a heavy Anarchist propaganda in 
the Ukraine and recruited many thousands. of peasants that 
had been dispossessed of their land by the White armies. 

The counter-revolutionary general Grigorieff, seeing Makhno’s 

propaganda in opposition to the Bolsheviki, applied for an 
alliance with Makhno. Makhno, by way of reply shot Grig- 

orieff dead. 
The Anarchist army increased to 25,000 and held a front 

against Denikin. Makhno asked Trotzky to supply him with 
arms and Trotzky refused, because Makhno would not work 
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under Red Army discipline. So Makhno’s army retreated to 

the Ukrainian woods and disbanded all but a few hundred 

men. Denikin started his great drive on Moscow, his supplies 

coming from England and France by the single railroad line 

from Sevastopol to Kharkoff. As Denikin penetrated far 

into Russia, Makhno, with his remaining few hundreds of 

Anarchists, seized the station of Sinielnikoff, breaking Deni- 

kin’s communication and forcing him to fall back in defeat” 

before the Red Army defending Moscow. 

Makhno’s army grew to many thousands (said to be 75,- 

000) recruiting, besides the dispossessed peasants, sailors 

from Kronstadt and from the Black Sea fleet and thousands 

of other turbulent men who had marched with Lenin in the 

overturn, but who were now in bitter revolt against Lenin’s 

tactics of State-formation and the military discipline. The 

Anarchist army refused to stir to the Bolsheviks’ aid dur- 

ing the Polish campaign. It remained quiet on the Ukrainian 

front between Soviet territory and Wrangel’s counter-revolu- 

tionary army. When the Bolsheviki were defeated in Poland, 

Volin pleaded with Makhno to 

go to the Polish front or else to 

attack Wrangel. But the long 

factional quarrel with the Bol- 

sheviks had been too bitter; the 

Anarchist general refused to 

stir. Volin left Makhno and 

went over to the Soviet lines. 

Makhno had become some- 

thing of an idol among the 

Ukrainian peasants, who would 

de any service for him, supply- 

ing him with food, information 

and recruits. General Wrangel, 

seeing the magic of Makhno’s 

name, printed on his recruiting 

circulars the statement that he 

was a friend of General Makhno. 

Some of these circulars fell into 

the hands of newspaper men, 

who telegraphed to Paris that 

there was an alliance between 

Makhno and Wrangel. On Au- 

gust 15th the Moscow Izvestia 

denied that Makhno would help 

Wrangel. But the belief spread. 

That’s how it happened that, in 

the hour of greatest danger to 

the Soviet power we heard re- 

peated reports that Makhno was 

eperating with Wrangel and 

would march for the capture of 

Moscow, and I thought I should 

die of shame. 

A report came from Paris 

that Makhno had by a sudden 

move captured Kharkoff, which 

had been held by a Red Army 

garrison. The cables from 

Paris hummed with counter-rev- 

olutionary joy. Then another 

sudden move was made by an 

army that I think was Makhno’s, 

though its identity is not made 

clear by the cables. It struck at 

11 

Wrangel and captured Mariupol. At the same moment comes 

a Soviet wireless announcing that General Makhno has joined 

the Bolsheviki and received a command under the Soviet ad- 

ministration against Wrangel. 

Anatoli, who is dead now, and Bill Shatoff and Volin and 

you and_I, find ourselves sooner or Jater where Makhno was, 

between Wrangel and Lenin. Each has to take his choice. 

But it’s a pity that each cannot make his choice earlier, 

before too much brothers’ blood is spilled between us and 

before the mortal wound is put upon the revolution. They 

haven’t got time in Moscow to argue with us. 

If by any chance it should be that Makhno has really sided 

with Wrangel, as Paris claimed, or if he persists in remaining 

jdle during this fight, then I should set Makhno down in the 

list with Scheidemann, Noske, Pilsudski and Tchaikovsky— 

wouldn’t you? But the Soviet wireless usually tells the 

truth, and I believe the Anarchist army have gone over to 

fight on the working-class side of a fight that has only two 

sides. 

  
“Yes, I voted for Harding—I hear he’s a Wall Street man, an’ it seemed no 

more’n neighborly to vote for ’im, seein’ as how this is a Wall Street building 

I’m scrubbin’ in.” 
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iT) ERY well, comrade, come in.” Accompanied by a mem- 

ber of the Central Committee I entered past the red 

guards through the gate of the Tabanelli factory. On a tree, 

high above me, waved the red flag. Over the door was a rude 

painting of the sickle and the hammer, and beside it a spir- 

ited drawing representing the “entrance” and “exit” of the 

factory. The worker was entering the one; the employer was 

departing through the other. The commissary of the factory 

soviet received me. 

Was this in Soviet Russia? No, in Italy. The Tabanelli 

factory is only one of five hundred metal factories and other 

plants which have been seized in the past three weeks by 

their workers and operated under their own direction. In 

each of these factories the same conditions are repeated; 

red flags, soviets and commissars, and red guards, The 

seizure was merely the answer of the workers to the threat 

of a general lockout incident to a campaign of obstructionism 

initiated in the effort for higher wages. It has already led 

to the granting of workers’ supervision of books (which is 

here called “control”). It is a possible ‘step toward the actual 

transfer of industrial capital from the hands of the banking 

and commercial class to those of the workers themselves. 

I went through the various departments of the factory, 

eager to see whether (the best authorities are convinced it 

cannot be done) production is possible without a capitalist to 

levy part of the product. Apparently it is possible. The 

wheels of this factory were turning. The furnaces were 

blazing. In one department the workmen were planing 

wood. In another they were putting the last coat of paint on 

newly completed tramcars. Yes, work was being done. 

But how could ignorant workmen do this? “Meet the head 

of the department,” said the commissar. The head of the 

department was a middle-aged person, clean-shaven and 

clearly a man of education. 

“Ave you a union member?” I asked. 

“No, I’m not organized,” he replied, “but I’m with the men 

in this fight.” In many of the Italian factories these higher 

bosses had similarly stayed with the men. In others they 

voted allegiance to the employers, but later submitted wage 

demands in language that said, though with their own phras- 

ing, that they,too were wage-slaves with grievances. 

“Meet the clerks and accountants,” said the commissar. 

They came out of their office and greeted me. 

“Why are you staying here?” I asked. 

“Oh,” said one of them, “we are organized, too—in the 

clerks’ union. We want to make this experiment a success.” 

Throughout Italy the great majority of the non-manual work- 

ers have stayed in the factories with the others. 

“But what,” I asked the commissar, “do you do if someone 

decides not to work?” 

“He is brought before the factory soviet to be disciplined.” 

The discipline seems to be based mainly upon the moral rep- 

robation of his fellows, but this is unquestionably effective. 

The commissar explained that to-morrow obstructionism 

was to cease, and an intensified schedule of work introduced. 

“We don’t object to work,” he added. “We are willing to 

work ten hours a day, or twelve, or fourteen, for the workers’ 

republic.” 

A man in overalls approached us, carrying a dinner pail. 

  

Communist Factories in Italy — 
In it was a steaming stew of macaroni and vegetables, 

“Prom the railroad men,” he explained. Several such gifts 

were brought that noon, besides goodly quantities of bread 

from the railroad men’s own co-operative. It was not much, 

but it went to the general restaurant of the factory to feed 

the workers who had no families to bring them food, and it 

was a spontaneous gift from a rival and at times an enemy, 

organization. Bread and meat are supplied in large quanti- 

ties by the co-operatives on credit, and improvised kitchens 

cook the meals. 

We passed through the department in which the bunks 

have been fashioned out of blankets from home and any 

straw that could be found in the factory, and came to the 

machine shop. Here a good-sized rifle field-gun glared at me. 

“It isn’t quite finished,” explained the commissar. “The 

men got the impression it was going to be sent to Poland 

and so—it isn’t quite finished.” ; 

I asked about the red guards. They were organized in 

squads, which relieved each other day and night. They were 

drilled each day with military methods by workers who had 

been officers in the war. 

  

ERRICO MALATESTA 

Leader of the syndicalist-anarchist branch of th 
Italian labor movement. It was his influence whic 
persuaded half a million metal workers to occupy 
and operate their factories. 
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“And if the Guardia Regia comes, what will the red guards 

do?” I asked. 
“They will resist,” he answered. 
“But have you any arms?” 
“Oh, no,” he assured me, and smiled an innocent smile, 

In this factory, as in most of the others, life‘moved under 

a species of martial law. Very few of the workmen were 
allowed to leave the premises, except when permission was 
granted once in several days, to spend a few hours (but not 

the night) with their families. The women and children, who 

brought the lunch and dinner, were permitted to enter at meal 

hours and eat with their men-folk. But they stayed only 

until the meal hour was finished. Women workers were in- 

variably sent home at the end of the working day. 

The’factory regulations posted at the Tabanelli factory are 

typical of those posted in factories throughout Italy: 
“Eyery comrade who fails in his duty will be judged by a 

Disciplinary Council. 
“Anyone who makes defeatist propaganda among the com- 

rades or in the community will be judged as above. 

“Whoever damages or neglects the machines, commits 

theft or wastes materials, or fails to take proper care of the 

tools confided to him, will be judged by the said Council. 

“At the blowing of the whistle, whoever is not at his post, 

or whoever leaves work before the fixed hour, will lose the 

entire day. 

“The Factory Council of the Communist Factory 

of Rome, formerly Roma Tabanelli.” 

But the problem of internal discipline is the least of the 

difficulties. It is necessary to make the factories function, as 

far as possible, in a normal manner. This need forced the 

workers’ committees to build, in a rude way, the beginnings 

of a whole national economy within the existing Capitalist 

system. First came the need, explained years ago by Lenin, 

for “accounting and control.” The General Committee of 

Agitation appointed a “Technical Committee” composed of 

technical men appointed by the various factories, and of 

some of its own members. Here is its first order: 

“The Central Technical Committee asks all the local 

branches of the Fiom (Metalworkers Union) to come to an 

understanding with the local branches of the technical and 

administrative employees and with the technical ‘bosses as 

individuals where these are not organized, to form a tech- 

nical and administrative commission to provide for the co- 

ordination of production and efforts, and for the solution of 

eventual differences which may arise between the directing 

element and the workers now in the factories. 

“They are further asked to proceed immediately to a gen- 

eral inventory of all raw materials, machinery, tools’ and 

implements, etc., existing within each factory. For the ma- 

chinery, tools and implements they need compile only one 

copy of the inventory, which is to remain with the internal 

commission of the factory in question, but for raw materials 

it will be necessary to prepare four copies of the inventory, 

of which one is to remain deposited with the internal com- 

mission, another is to be consigned to the local technical com- 

mittee, another to the regional or provincial committee under 

whose jurisdiction the metalworkers’ branch is placed, and 

finally a last copy sent to the Central Technical Committee 

which has offices at the General Confederation of Labor in 

Milan. 4 

“9 the internal commissions is confided the execution of 

the above regulations, which must be conducted precisely and 

carefully as directed, in order that the Central Technical 
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CLAUDIO TREVES 

A leading Socialist opponent of revolutionary vio- 

lence—one of the negotiators of the workers’ control 

agreement. By the irony of politics, the prestige of 

the factory seizure urged by his antagonist Mala- 

testa has been reaped by this man and his friends of 

the Reformist branch. 

Committee may be informed of the available stocks of raw 

materials existing in Italy. It is especially directed that the 

inventory be conducted after working hours. 

“To the inventory reports shall be appended specific indi- 

cations concerning production in all the factories. The re- 

gional and provincial committees and all the branches are 

asked to communicate the information requested solely 

through their officers.” 

Nothing could’ give a truer impression of the spirit in 

which this agitation is being conducted. 

But where raw materials and fuel were lacking, what 

then? Then representatives of the internal commissions 

went to the places where they were to be found and demand- 

ed them. The following report gives the substance of dozens 

of others: 

“The secretary of the Fiom had demanded of the firm of 

Binucci Brothers, wholesale dealers in metal, the consign- 

ment of a certain quantity of raw materials for the occupied 

factories, but the firm had refused. Thereupon the em- 

ployees of the firm demanded the consignment of the mate- 

rials under the threat of occupying the factory. Under this 

pressure the firm consigned the goods to the factories which 

had demanded them.” 

In other cases the metal workers needed fuel and sent down 

their request to the workers in the peat mines, who promptly 

seized the mines and shipped the fuel required. 

Similarly, the railway men had a way of investigating into 
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the contents of the cars they were hauling, and, finding goods 
which might be of use to the metal workers, shunting them 

off into the factory sidings. The railwaymen were not asked 

to give revolutionary assistance, but some of the minor 

categories took what governments call “preventive action.” 

The employees of the Rome-Tivoli tram line one day raised 

red flags over their cars, seized the administrative offices, 

and put them under guard, and posted a notice which, after 

setting forth the desirability of operating public utilities for 

the benefit of the people and not for the profits of a few 

owners, continued: 

“Having taken under observation the present general situ- 

ation, the employees of the Rome-Tivoli line have decided 

to invite the representatives of the present managers to with- 

draw, and to*be substituted in their property rights by the 

community, in whose name the employees now take into cus- 

tody all rolling stock and fixed equipment for the regular 

continuation of the service to the benefit of the community.” 

The movement spread to the apartment houses, where 

tenants threatened with expulsion or suffering under the neg- 

lect of their landlords, formed “internal commissions” and 

“red guards” of their own, raised the red flag, and summoned 

the landlords to come to terms. In every instance they came. 

The movement had an echo on the farms. For example, 

the wage-working peasants of. Sicily, after clamoring for 

weeks for the right to work idle lands on the great estates, 

took possession of the estates of Baron Valdaura, Baroness 

Di Salvo, Marchioness Salandra, Prince Comporeale and many 

others. The Socialist Party, understanding from the Russian 

experience the importance of possessing at least the pas- 

sive sympathy of part of the peasantry, issued an appeal 

pointing out that the aims of the two classes were parallel, 

and promising that in case of success the city workers would 

sell to the peasants the manufactured articles they need at 

ey ie See imechisg Beertmn 2 

“And no one dares to rub it off!” 

       

Drawn by Maurice Becker. 

THE LIBERATOR 

better prices and ombetter terms than under capitalism. The 

appeal closed with the following paragraph: t 

“Peasants! 3 

“Follow the struggle of the metal workers with sympathy, 

give them your aid. And if to-morrow the hour strikes for 

the decisive battle against. all masters, against all exploiters, 

then make haste. Take possession of the villages, of the 

land; disarm the troops, form your battalions together with 

the city workers, march toward the large cities to aid the 

people battling against the mercenary police of the, bour- 

geosie. For perhaps the day of liberty and justice is near.” 

I have not attempted to recount the course of the struggle, 

nor the strange political intrigues behind it; nor to explain 

the various factors which made the government helpless to 

combat the metal workers by force; nor to estimate the par- 

tial success of this almost impossible experiment in workers’ 

management while political and financial power were in the 

hands of their enemies; nor finally to estimate what sub- 

stantial advantage may accrue from the rights of supervision 

granted to the workers’ internal commissions by the factory 

owners. Control or supervision, such as it is, is likely to 

prove a step not to an achievement, but to a new phase of 

revolutionary struggle. It is not likely to allay revolutionary 

feeling. The workers have now new weapons, but the only 

use for weapons is to use them against the enemy. Little of 

a definite nature ever comes of these agreements and 

accords. 

What is definitive is the remarkable spirit and method of 

the agitation. They prove that the Italian workers have 

learned the lesson of the Russian revolution—that revolution 

means not shooting or shouting, nor slogans nor even ideals, 

but work, competence, administration, patience, discipline— 

in short, “accounting and control.” The whole emphasis of 

this struggle, not only among the leaders, but especially 

among the masses, has been on disci- 
pline, method, accuracy. The workers 

who accomplished the fundamental revo- 

lutionary act of seizing for themselves 

the social capital of production, did not 

believe that their act was symbolized in 

the red guards placed at the doors of the 
factories. They believed it was sym- 
bolized in inventories and records—in 

production. This is the victory of the 

occupied factories. 

ISRADA 
TANGLE her feet with songs; 

Across her eyes 

I spread a net of happiness; 

Her ears I touch with music 
Like sea-shell clamor. 

I hold her, I close her in my arms, 

Lest she escape 
Into the sky. 

I tangle her feet with songs— 

And she stays. 

She cannot hear afar 
The world song; 
The sky cannot call her out. 

Annette Wynne. 
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Communists volunteering for service on the Polish front (Petrograd.) 

Back Home in Russia 

OU were in England recently while the Russian-British 

negotiations were on. Will you tell us about it? 

ANSWER: ‘I suppose all. of you know that negotiations 

with England started about a year ago when Litvinoff and 

O’Grady met in Copenhagen and concluded a sort of pre- 

liminary pact for the exaange of, prisoners and,—by the 

way, this is quite an amusing incident. You remember the 

famous Mr. Nathan who played such an important part in 

raiding the Soviet Bureau and the Rand School? Well, this 

Mr. Nathan, after he had been exposed in the American 

press as a British Secret Service agent in the employ of 

Mr. Palmer and Mr, Lusk, was finally forced to leave the 

United States. He went back to England, and Mr. Basil 

Thompson, head of the British Secret Service, decided that 
— 

*This is a verbatim report of a conversation. 

  

he would be a good asset to Mr. O’Grady, and he shipped 

him over to Copenhagen. 

Unfortunately, Nathan did not disguise himself well 

enough. He was recognized by some people in Copenhagen, 

and Litvinoff. was notified. Litvinoff told O’Grady that 
Nathan must be withdrawn, or the negotiations could not 
proceed any further. O’Grady, who evidently was unaware 

of the fact that his new secretary was a Secret Service man, 

agreed, and so Mr. Nathan ignominiously retired, Soon after 

that, the final pact for the exchange of British and Russian 

prisoners was signed. And then the ,British government, 
again unofficially, through Mr. O’Grady, began negotiating 

with Mr. Litvinoff for a final trade peace, if not a political 
and diplomatic peace. And the official delegation to England 

resulted. 
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   . You landed in England last June? 

A. Yes, the beginning of June. 

Q. Kameneff and Krassin were then in London? 

A. Kameneff was not in London. At that time Krassin 

headed the delegation and Noggin was his assistant. Nog- 

gin is the head of the textile industry in Russia. ~ He had 

lived in Manchester for some years and knew England pretty 

well, and Lloyd George did not like to have a man who 

knew England, so he suggested to Krassin that he take Mr. 

Noggin to Moscow on his first trip pack and leave him there. 

Kyassin realized the absolute necessity of finally breaking 

the iron wall around Russia. He was ready to make every 

possible concession of this kind to Lloyd George rather than 

break off negotiations. So Noggin went back to Moscow and 

Kameneff was appointed; Kameneff has played an important 

role in the Russian revolution. 

Q. Tell us something about these two men, Krassin and 

Kameneff. 

A. Well, Krassin is a man of unusual ability, a man of 

culture, a man of education, who was in the movement from 

his early student years. While a student in the Karkof 

Institute of Technology, he was arrested, but he had influ- 

ential friends and, instead of being sent to Siberia, was 

exiled to Europe. After completing his three year term of 

exile he went back and graduated as an engineer from the 

same school. He became very successful in his profession. 

For a number of years he was the Russian manager of the 

Simmons-Schukert electrical concern, one of the few Rus- 

sian engineers in Germany receiving 100,000 rubles a year. 

Kameneff is much the same type. He was in exile for a 

number of years in Switzerland and in France, and only 

came back to Russia in 1917 after the first revolution. He 

was one of the five—Lenin, Krassin, Zinovieff, Trotzky and 

Kameneff—who organized the Bolshevik movement of the 

November revolution. For the last two years he has been 

Chairman of the Moscow Soviet of Deputies; in other words, 

the boss of Moscow. He is a man who not only speaks 

French and German fluently, but who knows German and 

French politics as well as Russian politics. He speaks Eng- 

\ish too, of course, although he has never lived in England. 
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Q. Except for Brest-Litovsk, these were the first formal 

diplomatic negotiations between the Soviet Republic and a © 

great capitalistic nation, weren’t they? 

A. And a great capitalistic country, yes. Of course there 

were a number of negotiations with small Baltic provinees. 

Q. Can you give us some picture of the way you found 

these men living, how the press treated them, how the people 

treated them? 
‘ 

A. Before they went into England, Lloyd George had in- 

sisted that the whole delegation, together with Mr. Krassin, 

sign a pledge not to utter one single word that could be con- 

strued as interfering with internal British life. The Rus- 

sian delegation was at the time in the mood to accept all 

these conditions because peace was wanted pretty badly, 

but, as Krassin put it, “How can I possibly keep quiet, 

when the whole yellow press keeps on attacking me every 

single day?” And, let me tell you, the New York Times’ 

talks on Soviet Russia are child’s-play to what the English 

press does. Why, he was a demon—he was the devil him- 

self incorporated in the form of a human being—that is 

how Krassin was pictured in the yellow press. “Why,” he 

told me, “I am in a position of a man who has been bound 

hand and foot and gagged, and yet asked to perform before 

an audience.” 

Q: Were the crowds friendly? 

A. The working people, of course, were friendly. There 

were delegations coming to see Krassin practically every 

day. Krassin many a time had to absolutely refuse to see 

them because he was afraid that some possible wink of an 

eye or a smile might be interpreted by Basil Thompson as 

violating the agreement. 

Q. Would you say that the British labor movement was 

of any help in keeping the negotiations from preaking off? 

A. Oh, yes, it was an open secret that pressure was ex€Ir- 

cised by the labor movement more than once when negoti- 

ations were at the breaking point, but that was independent 

of Krassin’s will. It was on the initiative of the workers of 

England themselves. Officially Krassin couldn’t even appear 

to be friendly with them. 

Q. Were you in London when Nuorteva arrived? 

A. Yes. That was amusing. I knew that 

Nuorteva was sailing from America about the 

10th of June, so on the 19th I went to Krassin 

and asked him if he had heard anything of Nuor- 

teva. He had not. I waited another two days. 

On the 2ist I came again and was informed that 

“Basil Thompson Sherlock Holmes” had called 

upon Krassin’s secretary and informed him that 

the American Bolshevik Nuorteva was on his 

way to England. He informed the delegation 

officially that under no conditions will he allow 

Nuorteva to set his foot upon English soil. That 

same night at twelve o’clock Nuorteva called me 

up. He was in London. It seems that Mr. Basil 

Thompson notified all the places around London 

that Nuorteva should not be let in, but forgot to 

notify that one insignificant little port of Eng- 

land—Liverpool! 

Nuorteva was allowed to enjoy the English 

climate for about two weeks. Then they arrested 

him and held him incommunicado for a few days. 

But Nuorteva, by threatening to break windows, 

forced them into action. First they tried deport- 

ing him to Esbjerg, Denmark, where the Danish 
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police met him and shipped him straight back to England 
with the message that if the British government think that 

Denmark is a dumping ground, they are mistaken. 

By the way, these English are very positive. While this 

was happening, Lloyd George was asked in Parliament 

whether he was aware of the fact that a certain anarchist 

Bolshevist Nuorteva is living in England. Lloyd George 

emphatically said that the gentleman in question had left 

England, never to return. That same day, Nuorteva came 

back! 

After a few more days the British government gave it up 

and deported him to Esthonia, which was exactly what 

Nuorteva wanted, what the Russian government wanted. He 

is in Moscow now. 

Q. When you left Russia, what was the state of the 

Polish war? 

A. Well, when I left Moscow I was told that by the time 

I got to Petrograd the Red Army would be in Warsaw—but 

jll-luck intervened. When I got to Petrograd the retreat 

started. The reason was practically as follows: At that 

time Wrangel was making an extreme effort,—with the be- 

neyolent help of France and England, though Lloyd George 

has denied it officially. He had obtained tanks and a force of 

a good many thousand men, excellently provided with am- 

munition, clothing, food. Taking advantage of the fact that 

most of the effective forces of the Soviet government were 

engaged on the Polish front, he made a dash out of the 

Crimean Peninsula. They realized that if Wrangel was not 

defeated at the very beginning there would be a repetition of 
Denikin’s ad- 
vance, and he- 

cause of the fail- 
ure of the grain 

crop in Central 

Russia they knew 

this would prac- 

tically put Soviet 

Russia out of bus- 

jness. The rich- 

est grain region 

would be cut off. 

At a meeting 

of the Executive 
Committee it was 
decided ~to stop 

Wrangel, what - 
ever it cost. A 

good many troops 

were withdrawn 

from the Polish 
front at that time 

and sent to the 
Crimean front. 
Somehow or oth- 

er, I don’t know 

how it was, the 

Polish General 

Staff knew exact- 
ly from what par- 
ticular section of 
the front the Rus- 
sian troops were 

withdrawn. They 
made an extreme 

Trotzky conferring with General 

Vatzetzis at the front. 

Zinovieff 

effort and broke through. That was not hard because, due 

to the oversight of one general, the front was badly pro- 

tected. When the Poles made their dash, the advance guard 

of the Russian Soviet Army had gone far ahead of the in- 

fantry and the supporting artillery. That was the explana- 

tion made at the time in the newspapers. I am not a military 

man, and I am taking it for granted that it was true. 

Q. It doesn’t seem to have particularly altered the Rus- 

sian Polish situation though, does it? 

A. Politically it did not. Because at the height of the 

advance, even when they were at the gates of Warsaw, they 

realized that to‘crush Poland would mean again war with 

the whole civilized world. Even at that time they were 

ready for peace. And the terms on which peace is now 

being concluded are practically the same they offered at the 

height of the advance. 

Q. Is it possible that without an outside enemy attacking 

Russia: its morale will break down? ‘We hear that some- 

times. 

‘A. Itis childish. A few years ago they said “just a little 

pressure from the outside, and the Soviets will be crushed.” 

“Show the people that the outside world is against them 

and they will dispose of the Bolsheviks.” Now, since that 

has not come true, they say the exact opposite. 

Q. How do you account for the fact that a man like Ber- 

trand Russell did not “see” Russia? 

                                          

   

                          

   

          

   

    

   

   
   
    

        

   
   

  

   

      

   

  

   
   

      



  
1. A statue of Czar Alexander I1I—symbol of the old regime 

(Moscow). 

A. No one could understand what has happened except 

a man who knew Russia before, who knew the life of the 

average citizen, the life of the peasant, the life of the 

workingman. Take the matter of profanity. In Russia of 

the old days, one could hardly pass a street, one could hardly 

pass a house, one could hardly pass a gathering of three or 

four men without hearing a constant stream of curses—the 

most ‘elaborate sort of cursing. But during one month’s 

stay in Russia this summer I did not hear one single man 

or woman cursing—not one single instance. And I trav- 

elled about 650 miles. The trains usually stop at every town 

and village, and everybody comes out to meet the train. 

That is an old Russian custom. In the old days the air was 

always filled with cursing and foul language. To-day there 

is none of it. Now, that means something. It is indicative 

of the great moral transformation of the whole nation. 

Q. You said that a military demobilization would be fol- 

lowed by an industrial mobilization. Are there any plans 

for decentralizing the government, for parcelling out to 

trade unions or local Soviets any of the things now done in 

Moscow? 

A. Yes, there are plans, but there can be no demobiliza- 

tion, no decentralization until they are assured completely 

and definitely by all the civilized world that they won’t be 

attacked again. 

Q. We are told so many times that there are special 

‘ 

THE LIBERATOR 

qualifications besides industrial skill for membership in 

trade unions, such as membership in the Communist Party. 

A. Important places—places that are important from the 

political point of view—of course are given to men’ that be- 

lieve in the Soviet form of government, whether they be 

Communists or non-Communists. For instance, Lomonosoff 

—you’ve all heard of him. Professor Lomonosoff at the 

present time holds one of the most important positions in 

Russia. He is notia party member. He openly says so. He 

says he does not want to be bound by the discipline of a 

party, but he believes in the Soviet form of government. 

And Lomonosoff, because of his great ability, has been made 

director of all the railroads, waterways and electric works, 

and reconstruction all over Russia. 

Q. Does that principle apply to the rank and file in the 

trade unions? 

A. Yes, if the man actually knows his work, whether he 

belongs to the Communist Party or not, he will occupy the 

place that he is entitled to. Of course, too, this liberal spirit 

is growing. I remember the words of one former general 

of the Czar’s army, now chief of a division in the Soviet 

army. “The sharp corners are beginning to round off a little 

bit,” he said, “and I am feel’ng more comfortable—just as 

all my comrades are feeling more comfortable. Of course, 

I have not got an automobile. I have to sew my own shoes, 

because, due to the blockade, we cannot import any ma- 

chinery for shoes to be produced on a large factory scale, 

I have not been a shoemaker myself, but I have to provide 
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3. Poor old Alexander topples 

my family with shoes, gand the 

leather.” 

Q.. Has the attitude of the pea 

changed? 

A. Well, it is changing. The 

ing how to teach the peasants. 

At first they sent agitators out 

from the large industrial centers 

to the peasant communities. But 

the Russian peasant is quite a pecu- 

liar being. He has natural intelli- 

gence in him, yet he is in most cases 

superstitious, ignorant and illiter- 

ate. He will believe a statement 

that comes from his own class. Any- 

one that is not from his own class he 

will listen to, shake his head, and 

finally say, “He said something. 

Possibly he is right. But I don’t be- 

lieve him. He is not my own.” 

Now, when the Soviet government 

realized this they changed their 

method. They began taking the 

brightest young men and young 

women from the peasant villages 

and sending them to the nearest 

school and there teaching them the 

principles of Communism, the divis- 

jon of products as well as the divis- 

jon of land, and the necessity of co- 

operation between the peasant and 

  

government 

sant towards the town 

Soviet government is learn- 
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the working man through whose efforts and by whose blood 

the peasant was enabled to get the land. 

When the young peasant comes back to his village, and all 

the elders know he is the same Johnny or Tommy that used 

to run barefooted and whom they used to lick quite often— 

when this same Johnny or Tommy calls a meeting and 

begins to explain to them in their own language the neces- 

sity of cooperating with the towns, the results at times are 

very marvellous. I have seen schools in Moscow of this kind. 

They turn out from seven to eight hundred people a month, 

and they think of increasing the number of peasant students 

as soon as peace is declared. 

Q. We understand from Bertrand Russell that all the 

inhabitants are living in daily terror of their lives. Did 

you hear anything about it? 

A. Yes. There are certain groups who are living in daily 

terror, That is true. » Bertrand Russell evidently came 

in contact with people who had reasons to be afraid, who 

are sabotaging,.trying to avoid productive labor in any 

form whatsoever, trying to make a living on subterfuge or 

speculation. These people live in daily terror that sooner 

or later they will be caught. And they will be caught. 

There is no question about that. 

Q. The daily terror is of their having to work for a living 

—is: that it? 

A. Exactly. 

Q. There is not any terror going on now? 

A. Well, you know capital punishment was abolished 

before the Polish war began. It was introduced again—that 

is true—but only as a war measure, They could not possibly 

do without it. Living there, you yealize that when you have 

to deal with a number of people of formerly well-to-do 

classes who dream of Denikin and Wrangel and Kolchak as 

the entente that is going to save them from the dictatorship 

of the proletariat, and when you have a Polish war on one 

front and Wrangel on the other, sentimentality would not do. 

Q. Should you say that art and literature flourish under 

the Soviets? 

4 

4. How are the mighty fallen! 

 



  

Soviet Labor Registration Office—members of the bourgeoisie 

applying for work (Moscow). 

A. Art ought to flourish, artists are the most privileged 
human beings living in Russia at the present time. Actors, 
for instance, work for the State and they are supposed to play 

a certain number of times during the week. They have four 

months off during the summer, in which time they are pre- 

paring the repertoire for the next season. Savinsky, an 

actor of international fame, with his troupe, was given a 

palace not far from Moscow—one of the Grand Dukes pal- 
aces. They had to prepare their own food, but they were 

provided with everything. There 

they lived while they were prepar- 

ing for the winter season. A few 

of their new plays I brought home 

—the Russian actors in New York 
will try to produce them—dramas 
of the present civil war, dramas of 

the present social order in Russia. 

As for painting and sculpture, 1 

personally have not had the chance 

to develop my taste in futurism 

and all the new styles in art that 

flourish in Russia to-day. But it 

is amazingly popular there. I was 

ignorant enough not, to appreci- 

ate it. 

Q. Did you see our friend, John 

Reed? 
A. Yes, he was at the Congress 

of the Third International, looking 
as fine as ever. He wanted to be 
remembered to all his friends here. 

Q. How many delegates were 

there at that Congress? 

A. About two hundred in all, 
from all the principal countries of 
Europe, and from Asia, They 

were a most picturesque body, the 

delegates from Asia. Japan was     
  

Bela Kun, arriving in Petrograd, is welcomed by Communist leaders. 
the center of the front row, Bucharin is at his right hand, Zinovieff at his left. The 

man standing behind Zinovieff is Zorin. ‘ 

THE LIBERATOR 
  

represented. India was represented. 

Persia was represented. Turkey was 

represented. China was represented. 

There was not a nation—hardly a sect— 

that was not represented. 

Q. That reminds me about this news 

that China has asked the Russian Am- 

bassador of the old regime to resign? 

Do you attach any importance to that? 

A. Oh, yes. China, as soon as she 

stops being dictated to by England, will 

come to a friendly understanding. It 

seems to me that China is going to be 

the nation on most friendly terms with 

the Soviet government. 

Q. Of course, the presence of all 

those Asiatic delegates to the Third In- 
ternational gives it an entirely different 

character from.any other Socialist Inter- 

national, does it not? 

A. Yes, and you could see the East 

and the West coming together, a link 

being formed never to be broken again. 
Russia is a natural place for the union 

of the East and the West. 
Q. There is so much talk about work 

in Russia. Does anybody ever take a vacation? Do they 

ever play? 

A. Well, I will tell you about Zorin’s island. There is a 
great island in the Neva River, near Petrograd, immortalized 

by Tchaikowsky in one of his pieces of music. It is called 

Kameniy Ostrov,’ which means Island of Stone, or Stony 

Island. Since Petrograd was in existence, this island has 

been a summer home for the nobility, a sort of summer 

court for the diplomatic corps of all the nations. It contains 
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the most elaborate, most beautiful palaces that 

wealth and art could create. It was a private 

island, inaccessible to any but the court. After 

the revolution this island was neglected, till 

recently Zorin, a member of the Petrograd 

Soviet, thought of turning it into an island of 

rest for the workers. Zorin, by the way, lived 

here for a number of years. He worked on 

Novy Mir. Zorin wanted me to see the jsland. 

He is proud of his work. So we went out there 

together. At the entrance stands a great statue 

of Spartacus, an heroic figure of a working man 

raising his arms to free himself. All the pal- 

aces have been converted into living places for 

the working people, and tens of thousands come 

there during the summer. Every workingman, 

every working-woman, every working boy or 

girl, is entitled to four weeks holiday on that 

island. Ten thousand can come at one time. 

They have puilt a sort of open stage on a tiny 

island surrounded by water, so that if the play 

calls for a scene on the water, the action is con- 

tinued in the actual water. There js an amphi- 

theatre around the little island, with a seating 

capacity of 12,000. Of course, there are all sorts 

of sports and games and recreation. 

I went into one of the great houses towards 

evening; people were playing chess in one room, 

and in another room they were reading. Some 

of them looked up and recognized a stranger 

and their faces almost 
coming in to see them, 

said, “Here we are. We will never get out of 

this place. We rather like it.” 

A GIRL’S SONG 

Y Love is eloquent; his body cries 

Like trumpets in the morning; and his eyes 

Persuade me to be insolent and strong. 

His brow commands me, and his lips beseech; 

His lifted head is like a battle-song; 

His shoulders more articulate than speech; 

His breast more poastful than a shout; his arms 

Deeper than wisdom. When I hear him come, 

Ringing with courage and with keen alarms, 

His tread exalts me like a mighty drum. 

Joseph Freeman. 

SONNET 

plurred images of you 

Closed in on me like mist upon a glass; 

Your love remembered cut me through and through; 

And your duplicity—well, let that pass. 

Come, let us make a truce, and wander out 

For the last time along the accustomed roads; 

And, as of old, clasp hands, and laugh, and shout, 

Mad with the landscape’s fragrant episodes; 

“Tilt head to head once more beside the river, 

And watch our shadows, delicately drawn, 

Bring their cheeks closer, turn, touch lips, and quiver 

Too safe to care if we are looking on; 

And in the twilight on a hushed blue hill, 

A shall go, bitter that I love you still. 

LL morning long; 

     Joseph Freeman. 

      

      

  

   

    

   

   

      

   

  

   

    

    

  

Interior of the Propaganda Train. 

THE PROJECTION REMOVED 

apes projecting beam has been removed. 

Mechanically I have stooped for twenty years to avoid 

its audacious sociability. 

In that time all sorts of human heads have come in contact 

with its wooden wallop. 

Right where I labored it jutted out. 

All arguments for its removal went unheeded. 

Now I am stoop-shouldered. 

But this morning to my surprise the offending projection 

was sawed off. 

Yesterday for the last time a person had bumped his head 

against the projection. 

I didn’t see the person, but the carpenter told me. 

It was the boss. 
Frank V. Faulhaber.
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Hillguit Excommunicates the Soviet 
By Max Eastman - 

So people think that Morris Hillquit is a great intel- 
lectual leader, others think he is a great politician, but 

he seems to me to have missed fire in both these capacities 
in his recent manifesto calling for a new yellow interna- 
tional. He issued hig manifesto on September 23rd, and that 

was just fourteen days after the famous old conservative 

official French newspaper, L’Humanité, the stronghold of 
yellow socialism for years, turned loose upon its astonished 

readers column after column of pure communist propaganda. 
In the issue of September 9th Marcel Cachin and L. D. 

Frossard, who had been sent to Moscow for the purpose of 
“treating” with the Bolshevist leaders, published in L’Hu- 

manité the nine “conditions of affiliation” which they had 
brought back with them, and declared that they accepted 

them without serious alteration, and that they would 

henceforward lead the struggle for the adoption of those 

principles by the French party. And they took pains to 
state. that they would do this “in complete accord” with 

that little group of Socialists and Syndicalists of the ex- 

treme left, gathered together originally, as I remember, by 

Comrade Pericat, the “Committee of the Third Interna- 
tional.” To those who understand the significance of things 

this news is almost as important as the recent events in 

Italy. 
There could hardly have been a less appropriate time, 

from the standpoint at least of international politics, to 
come out with an attack on the “dictatorship” of the Third 

International, not replying to those nine conditions of affili- 

ation, but ignoring them altogether. And there could hardly 

be a less favorable moment to launch the call for the “new 
2% international” than the moment when L’Humanité—the 
heart of the French party—had abandoned it. 

However, since Morris Hillquit will undoubtedly be one of 
the chief founders of that international—and perhaps the 
only one left by the time he gets around to it—we are com- 
pelled to read his manifesto with critical attention. Are its 
statements of fact reliable? Are its arguments valid? Does 

he succeed jn making a case against the Third International 
from the standpoint of sincere Socialism? 

Invective 

In my opinion he’ makes a case against them upon one 

single point only—he successfully accuses them of calling 

him bad names. There is no doubt that the Communists 
have chosen the method of polemics, rather than of dispas- 
sionate demonstration, in compelling the Socialists of the 

world to take their stand for or against the process of revo- 

lution as they conceive it. In this they seem to me to have 

acted unwisely, but when I reflect that in a good many of the 

countries of Europe the “socialists” whom they denounce 

have beeen shooting them down on the streets, I cannot say 

there is anything unnatural in the tone of their voice. At 

present I am satisfied to demonstrate very quietly—as I 
am going to—that Hillquit’s arguments are fallacious and 

his statements of fact unreliable. But if he were coming 

after me with a machine gun I should probably agree with 
Zinoviev that he is a “traitor” and “agent of the bour- 

geoisie.” At any rate, it is not the tone of its voice or its 
choice of epithets, which will determine any intelligent man’s 

decision about the Third International. As Marcel Cachin 
himself says, “We ought not to confound the truculent word 
of accusation with the serious and profound truth which their 
criticism contains. At bottom they tell us that in order to 
enter the Third International it is necessary to fulfill one 

condition and one only—to break vigorously ‘with the policy 
of collaboration, to act as Socialists, to prepare the coming 
revolution. The rest is a question of form.” 

While agreeing that the Communist invective—at least as 
directed toward “centrists’—is not the best political policy, 

I cannot refrain from adding that there is a good deal of 
poetic justice in it. It gives me a certain aesthetic pleasure 

to see Morris Hillquit in a state of indignation because 
Zinoviev has “excommunicated” him from the Third Inter- 
national as a traitor and an agent of the bourgeoisie; and it 

will give the same pleasure to about sixty thousand others 

who were “excommunicated” from the American Socialist 
Party by Morris Hillquit’s minority machine as traitors and 

agents of anarchy, for the simple reason that they advocated 

the Third International. It may be bad polities, but it is ex- 
cellent drdmatics. And any word of objection which Morris 
Hillquit utters against the Left Wing on the ground of its 
use of epithets can be turned with equal force against him- 
self and practically all of his colleagues of the Right and 

Center. 

Novelty? 

There is no use pretending that this split in the Socialist 

parties is new, or that the absolute mutual intolerance of 
the two groups is new. It has always been exactly the same 

—on the one hand revolutionary Marxians, on the other re-~ 

formists and diluters of Marxian theory. They have always 

known their views to be incompatible. They have always 

been ready to tear each other’s eyes out. They have always 

called each other “anarchists” on the one hand, and “agents 

of the bourgeoisie” on the other. The Russian revolution did 

not alter this fact in the very least. What the Russian revo- 

lution did was to give each of these groups a chance to 
show what it could do for Socialism. The reformist group 
failed miserably, and the revolutionary group succeeded 
gloriously. And for that reason the revolutionary group, 
from being a pitiable academic minority which the reform- 

ists could ignore or condescend to smile at, has become 2 
majority in a great many of the Socialist organizations of 

the world, and is rapidly becoming a majority in them all. 

The position of the two groups is reversed, but their opinion 
of each other is exactly what it was five years ago, when 

we of the Marxian group in this country used to publish a 

little inconspicuous and continually perishing, but terribly 

conscientious, magazine called the New Review. 

Morris Hillquit’s manifesto is an attempt to prevent our 

group from becoming the majority in this country and sweep- 
ing his group into the position of negligibility which we 
formerly occupied. And it is very astute of him to attempt 

to do this by asserting that our doctrines are “new,” that  
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they “emanate from Moscow,” that they are “narrowly na- 
tional,” that they are a “glorified version” of Bolshevik 

“mistakes and shortcomings,” that they are an attempt to 

submit the working class movement of the world to a “dicta- 

torship of Russian Communism.” All these statements are 
in my opinion absolutely false, and yet in calling them astute 
I do not really mean to call them insincere. I can imagine 
that Morris Hillquit actually believes them. I doubt if he 

ever read the New Review, except as a comic paper. I doubt 

if he ever realized that the I. W. W. was a body of grown-up 

men and women led by serious and intelligent experts in 

revolutionary theory, several of them more erudite than he 

is, if not so clever. I believe that his sarcastic surprise at 

this relentless and didactic laying down’ of the law to him 

and his crowd by the new International, is perfectly genuine. 

He thinks that it “emanates from Moscow.” But almost 

every word of it might be a quotation from anti-Hillquit 

editorials in the New Review. The actual truth about this 

matter is that the present communist program differs so lit- 

tle from the Left Wing Marxian position, as expounded even 

before the war by such people as Rosa Luxemburg, Franz 

Mehring, Lenin—or for a concrete instance by Pennekoek in 

his debates with Kautsky in 1912—that one can only be as- 

tonished at the boldness and practicality of their imagination. 

Only because he did not take such writing seriously in the 

past, and study them, does Hillquit find himself surprised at 

the “newness” of the Communist position, Anyone who did 

take them seriously in the past and study them, could not 

fail to be surprised at the opposite fact—namely, that the 

actual experience of a successful revolution has added so 

little in the way of general principles to the body of revolu- 

tionary science. : , 

Soviets 

The one new and distinctly Russian contribution to the 

Marxian theory is the name and idea of soviets. These insti- 

tutions played tke dominating role in the Russian Revolu- 

tions both of 1905 and of 1917, and they determined the form 

of the first proletarian state. Tt is not an unnatural assump- 

tion that similar institutions will play a leading role in other 

revolutions and other proletarian states. Just as parlia- 

  
“Do you believe in the due process of law?” 

“Well, Judge, it’s about due.” 
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A well-known labor-leader recently seen by 

agents of the Dept. of Justice leaning 

against the pillars of the Capitol, is now 

believed not to have been leaning, but trying 

to push over the U. S. Government. His ar- 

rest is expected. 

ments and ministries, or parliaments and presidents, have 

been the universal expression of the victory of the bour- 

geoisie over the feudal regime, so soviets and commissars, 

or some modification of the same, may very likely be a uni- 

versal expression of the victory of the proletariat over the 

bourgeoisie. At least the fact that soviets have been suc- 

cessful in one revolution is not an argument against their 

revolutionary value. Hillquit will have to agree, I think, 

that the burden of proof rests on him. Let us see how he 

acquits himself of it. 

“When the Bolshevist party unfolded its active agitation 

after the February revolution,” he says, “they demanded the 

immediate convocation of a Constituent Assembly on ‘the 

basis of unrestricted franchise. The Soviets were already in 

full swing, but the Bolsheviki had little influence in their 

councils. When the elections were held several months later 

the Bolsheviki secured a strong minority representation in 

the Assembly, while the Social Revolutionists were in the 

majority. But between the election and the meeting of the 

Assembly the Bolsheviki had succeeded in capturing the 

Soviets and the government machinery of the country. It 

was then and then only that they coined the slogan ‘All 

power to the Soviets,’ and discovered that the Soviets were 

the only logical instrument of proletarian rule.” (My 

italics.) ' 

That is an absolutely false account of what happened. And 

anyone could find it,out in a half hour’s reading of almost 

any account of the Russian Revolution. But I am going to 

leave all second-hand accounts Aside. Hillquit will find in 

a copy of The Izvestia of June 19, 1917 (new style) a speech 

of Lenin made on June 17th to the first All-Russian Con- 

gress of the Soviets. It was Lenin’s first great public speech 

after he returned to Russia, and it was a speech anticipating 

and supporting the Bolshevik resolution subsequently to be 

introduced by Lunacharsky demanding that the governmental 

authority be transferred to the Soviets. 

“There is no other course for these institutions,: he said. 

“They cannot go backward or stand still. They can only exist 

by going forward.” 

And, as though he anticipated the very argument which 
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Hillquitists were going to make against the Soviets in future 

time, he added: 

“They are a type of state which was not invented by Rus- 

sians, but produced by revolution.” 
That was on June 17, 1917, and Lenin’s speech was fol- 

lowed on the same day by a speech to the contrary effect by 

the Premier of the existing government, Kerensky. In The 

Izvestia of June 22nd Hillquit will find the Bolshevist reso- 

lution introduced by Lunacharsky, the concluding sentence of 

which reads as follows: 
“Having ascertained, therefore, the complete breakdown 

of the policy of agreement with the capitalists, the Con- 
vention finds that the only solution is the transfer of all 

governmental authority into the hands of an All-Russian 

Soviet of Workers, Soldiers, and Peasants’ Deputies.” 

And if Hillquit wants to know exactly how far the Bol- 

sheviks had at that time succeeded in “capturing the Soviets,” 
he will find jn the same paper a report of the voting on these 

two resolutions, the one advocated by Kerensky and the one 

advocated by Lenin: 
“548 votes for the Menshevik Resolution. 
“126 votes for the Bolshevik Resolution. 
“ 52 not voting. 
“ 65 delegates absent.” 

And if he will read the Pravda for June 29th and the 
Izvestia for July 3rd he will find that in the demonstration of 

July 1st organized by the same convention, the Bolshevist 

minority carried in its line of march the slogan, “All power 

to the Soviets!” 

| It seems worth while to me to establish this matter in de- 

tail, because Hillquit js surrounded for many minds with an 

atmosphere of scientific authority which he has done little in 

recent years to merit. There could hardly be a more inex- 

cusable, or a more important, mis-statement of easily ascer- 

tainable facts than he has made here. 

But I confess that his reasoning seems even less reliable 

to me than his facts. I cannot imagine a prettier example 

of the fallacy of “argument in a circle” than the one which 

Hillquit presents in these words. “Let us assume,” he says, 

“the reverse of the situation, i. e. that on the day of the 

opening of the Constituent Assembly the Bolsheviki had 

found themselves in the majority of that body, while the 

Soviets were in control of the non-Bolshevik Socialist parties. 

Would the theoreticians of Moscow Communism still insist 

upon the ‘dictatorship of the proletariat in the form of Soviet 

power,’ and would they have dispersed their own Constituent 

Assembly? If I may venture a guess I should say that in 

the hypothetical but not impossible situation outlined, the 

body to be dispersed would have been the Soviets, and the 

revolutionary formula now preached to the world would have 

been ‘the dictatorship of the proletariat in the form of a Con- 

stituent Assembly.’ ” 

In other words, “let us assume that the Soviets had not 

proved to be the proper organs of revolution, would the Bol- , 

sheviks still insist that they are?” Of course they would not. 

The whole point of the matter was that the Soviets did prove 

to be the proper organs of revolution, and the fact that the 

Bolsheviks believed they would, and that Lenin prophesied it 

on the general grounds of revolutionary theory long before 

only adds to the rigor of the concrete proof. 

There is, of course, a legitimate question about the uni- 

versal sue or necessity of exactly that form of organiza- 

tion called Soviets, and if one is in a simple state of mind 

about the matter, it needs only to be simply stated. It does 
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not require any circulatory arguments or misrepresentations 

of history to prove it. When Hillquit says that “If at the 

time of the first outbreak of the Revolution of 1917 there had 

been in Russia a ‘strong and unified Socialist Party and a 

powerful country-wide organization of labor unions, the 

chances are that one, or, more likely, both of them, would 

have taken charge of the situation”—he suggests something 

whose possibility nobody can deny. The value or necessity of 

forming Soviets under such circumstances seems now to be 

in process of experimental determination in Italy. And it is 

no doubt because of this fact—and because the leaders of the 

Third International are absolutely devoid of that bigotry and 

narrow nationalism which Hillquit imputes to them—that 

they have ceased to stress the demand for the organization 

of Soviets. Neither in the nine conditions of affiliation which 

their executive committee presented to the French Socialists, - 

nor in the twenty-one conditions which their recent Congress 

adopted for presentation to the Centrist Parties in general, 

do they make any mention of that Russian word, or any of 

its equivalents in other languages. They do, on the other 

hand, expressly state that the Executive Committee of the 
Communist International must in all its decisions take ac- 

count of the “varied conditions under which the workers of 

different countries are compelled to struggle.” 

The Communist International is centralized, it is disciplin- 
ary, it is “the International of Action”; but it is farther from 

dogmatic thinking and sectarian emotion than any other So- 

cialist body that ever existed. 

IL 
It seems, then, that Hillquit has not only attacked the de- 

mands of the new International very ignorantly and with 

false logic, but he has attacked them where they no longer 

exist. He has based his entire argument against the Third 
International upon a brief statement in a letter written over | 

a year ago, and signed only by Zinoviev, the chairman of the 

Executive Committee. It seems a little strange that he 

should have done this two weeks after the nine “conditions of 
affiliation” were published in Paris, and relayed to the news- 

papers of this country—the New York Times at. least—by 

cable. These nine points were the Socialist news of the day. 
It is difficult not to be a little impatient at Hillquit’s rushing 

into print just while we were waiting for an accurate copy 

of them, with this overwhelming attack upon the Third Inter- 

national based upon a brief and wholly out-dated statement of 

its Executive Secretary. 

It strains our patience still more when we notice that Zino- 
viev himself declared in his own statement’that what he was 
saying applied only to “the present moment.” This is what 

he said: 

“The general unifying program is at the present moment 
the recognition of the struggle for the dictatorship of the 

proletariat in the form of the soviet power. The so- 
called center is, in spite of its protestation, an objectively 

anti-socialist tendency, because it cannot and does not wish 

to lead the struggle for the Soviet power of the proletariat.’’* 

Hillquit says that this is “The sole specification of offense 
which, as far as I know, the chairman of the Moscow Inter- 

national /has ever vouchsafed in his indictment against the 

‘Centrists.’” And here I must remark again that for a 
leader in socialism and one of the prospective founders of a 

*I put the word “objectively” in italics because I think the care- 
ful truthfulness implied in its use is so apt a refutation of Hillquit’s 
assertion that Zinoviev is “bombastic.” He is anything but that. 
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new International, Morris Hillquit’s knowledge does not ex- 

tend very far. Has he never read, or heard of, the reply of 

the Executive Committee of the Third International to the 

proposal of the German Independent Socialist to join with 

them in forming that new International? It is the crucial 

document in the whole matter upon which Hillquit is presum- 

ing to deliver an opinion. It is dated Moscow, February 5, 

1920. It is signed by Zinoviev as President of the Executive 

Committee. It bears every mark of his personal style. It 

contains not one, but eleven “specifications of offense,” or, in 

its own words, “Capital Faults,” of the leaders of the German 

Independent Socialists and “The Centrist Parties in General.” 

And after reciting these eleven points, which constitute a 

record, sometimes of perfidy, sometimes of stupidity, some- 

times of vacillation, but never of clear speech and action by 

these leaders in their own countries, it proceeds to draw up 

five more counts in an indictment of their international atti- 

tude. It is so devastating and yet so true a document, that if 

Hillquit really has not read it, I can only congratulate 

him. 

TI will not quote the parts which characterize his own posi- 

tion, but since he declares that the “Independent Socialists of 

Germany rallied whole-heartedly to the defense of the Soviet 

Government,” and that “the Moscow International expressed 

their appreciation of this manifestation of International So- 

cialist solidarity by publicly denouncing them as renegades 

and traitors,” I will quote a few sentences of its indictment of 

some of the leaders of the German Independent Socialists, 

“At the beginning of the revolution these Centrists formed 

a coalition government with the declared traitors of the work- 

ing-class—the Scheidemanns—they sanctioned the shameful 

expulsion of the Berlin Ambassador of the Russian proletariat, 

and sustained the policy of the rupture of diplomatic rela- 

tions with the Soviet power. The chiefs of the Right of the 

Independents have from the beginning of the German revolu- 

tion advocated an orientation towards the Entente, and have 

opposed with all their power, the alliance of German with 

Soviet Russia... . 

“Their literary representatives who published their writ- 

ings in the same edition with bourgeois pacifist ‘democrats’ 

and the avowed servants of the Bourse and the bank, could 

find no better activity than to spead the dirty seandals of 

Russian and other counter-revolutionaries against the Russian 

revolution. A calumny as completely absurd and dishonest 

as the so-called ‘Socialization of Women’ in Russia, which 

was invented by the generals and the spies of the Entente, 

finds a place in the book of Kautsky. The latest work of this 

writer, “Terrorism and Communism,” appears in the same 

edition with the collection of falsified documents discovered in 

America about the corruption of the Bolsheviks by the Ger- 

man general staff. These examples suffice to characterize the 

physiognomy of a series of leaders of the Right of the Ger- 

man Independent Socialists.” 

That is a specimen of the “manifestation of International 

Socialist Solidarity” by Hillquit’s friends, the German Inde- 

pendent Socialists of the Right. 

And what manifestations by Hillquit himself, or by -any 

official, or any leader in the American Socialist Party, except 

Eugene Debs? Not one single unqualified word or gesture. 

Only the demand that our government should stop. waging 

war on them, that our government should recognize theirs— 

the demand of every intelligent bourgeois liberal in the 

United, States. Only that—and always accompanying it an 

assurance to the American public that “we are not as they,” 

“we do not believe in their methods,” “we are a different 

kind of socialist”—an assurance which only finds a complete 

culmination in this very manifesto itself. 

Morris Hillquit, why do you try at the same time to boast 

of your “solidarity” with the Communists of Russia, and 

to expound with convincing lucidity your absolute want of 

solidarity with them? Why not be as straightforward as 

Victor Berger, who is against them, and always has been 

against them, and always has candidly said so? Do you not 

know as well as he does that there has always been this 

split in the ranks of those who call themselves socialists? 

Do you not know that not only the same doctrines, but in 

several cases the same individuals whom you and he “ex- 

communicated” from the Socialist Party in America, with 

your notorious section 6, are now in Moscow helping to ex- 

communicate you from the Third International? . . . 

I should like to go on to say that Hillquit not only missed 

the real issue of the nine and the twenty-one points, and the 

reply to the German Independents, but in devoting himself 

to Zinoviev’s letter, he also dodged Zinoviev and centered 

his attack for the most part upon something which he read 

into that letter, and which is not there at all—namely, the 

idea that we have in all countries reached the point of overt 

action for the “immediate realization” of Soviet govern- 

ments. But I am cut off at this point by our new 

boss—the high cost of paper. And I shall have to omit, or 

at least postpone, what I was going to say under the title 

“fIjllquit Absorbs the Dictatorship of the Proletariat.” 

   



The Militants’ Victory 

Jailed for Freedom, by Doris Stevens. (Boni and Live- 

right.) 

HE activities of the American militant suffragists con- 

stitute one of the most remarkable chapters in the 

world’s history of political agitation. The woman suffrage 

movement, after a flourishing beginning half a century ago, 

had passed into the stage of a pious aspiration, where it 

seemed likely to rest for another hundred years, supplying 

at best only topics for lectures to woman’s clubs and high- 

school debates. Of course women ought to have the vote. 

And then suddenly the militants got it for them! 

And how was it done? Doris Stevens in her dramatic and 

analytic recital of the history of American militancy, makes 

clear the three essential factors of its astonishing success. 

The first factor is that a small band, a tiny minority, did it; 

putting themselves at: the head of a vast group of well- 

meaning but lazy and unheroic people and acting for it. 

This minority did not argue with the mass; they acted. And 

the mass, after recovering from the shock, accepted their 
leadership, and gave them its support. 

The second factor in the success of militancy is that this 

minority leadership achieved its power, with both its friends 

and its enemies, by being ready to go to extremes in behalf 

of its belief; by being ready to die for it, not as a beautiful 

sentiment, but as a hard fact, and by actually going to jail 

and suffering every indignity that a stupid government could 

inflict upon them. The militants were powerful because 
they were occupying the strategic position of the fighting 

battle-front, giving and taking blows on behalf of their 

cause. 
The third factor is that they had leaders, and in pre- 

eminence Miss Alice. Paul, who knew how to boss the job. 

She was a tactician who knew where the enemy’s weak 

points were, and she massed her legions to attack precisely 

  

“O, stop that cryin’, Mag!” 

“You let me alone—it’s the only fun I get.” 
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those weak poinu.. ‘fhe militant demonstrations were never 

mere spontaneous outbursts of emotion; they were never 

wasted on the desert air; if they were staged on the White 

House steps, it was because that was the most effective of 

all possible places to stage them. They were intended to. 

hurt somebody’s feelings in particular, to get somebody-in- 

particular’s goat. If they so bedevilled the president, it was 

not because of any sentimental animus against him, but 

because if he were sufficiently bedevilled he would—as he fin- 

ally did—get the needed vote for the amendment. It was 

cold, hard, scientific generalship. 

We who consider ourselves revolutionists and are inclined 

to be a bit sniffy about woman suffrage, have something to 

learn from the militants, even though in detail our task is 

sufficiently different from theirs. In the principles which 

underlie the details, our task is the same as theirs, and if A 

were organizing a militant communist movement I think I 

would invite Miss Paul to come over and show us how to 

make a go of it. 

Back of everything else, of course, is a sound knowledge 

of psychology—how to make the best use of your friends and 

get the worst of your enemies. In this particular line-up, it 

meant discovering the strength of women and the weakness 

of men. Miss Stevens’ record js illuminating upon both 

counts. No man who reads this book and sees the pompous 

folly of masculine politics exposed to the merciless and hu- 

morous gaze of womankind, will ever take politics quite so 

seriously again. That is one thing upon which this book 

quite amply reassures us. We need not ask whether women 

will not become disillusioned about politics; those of them 

who have been in the militant suffrage movement are dis- 

jllusioned already. If they fought for the vote, it was not 
because they wanted to take part in the game just as it 

stands, for well they know it is not worth the candle. They 

have been in real politics, and they will not be quite content 

with fake-politics; they have become accustomed to getting 

what they want, and they will not be easily tamed by what 

is after all only their first success. 

And human achievement, won by heroism against odds, 

is always invigorating and inspiring, whether it is the 

reaching of the North Pole, the Freudian exploration of the 

darkest regions of the soul, or the establishment of woman’s 

right to take a citizen’s part in the activities of a republic. 

Something in me thrills to this achievement as to any other 

high adventure, and even if I’m not going to take the trouble 

to vote this year, I’m glad the women can. F. D. 

“Jailed For Freedom” 

|Z will be a shock to many newspaper editors and poli- 

ticians who see Doris Stevens’ book to learn that the mili- 
tant suffragists were not excited women devoid of a sense of 

humor and driven to impractical acts ef martyrdom by their 

love of an idea. They were unspeakably cool-headed women 

who were using the excitement of those very politicians and 

newspaper edtiors, and using the public news of their mar- 

tyrdom, with unswerving practicality, and not without a 

great deal of humor, in order'to drive a worried government 

into action. They succeeded—as the hard-headed idealist 
does sueceed—and the story of their success is told with mas- 

terly comprehension and vigorous dramatic imagination in 

this book by one who played a leading part in the fight. 
M. E. 
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_ Invincible Minnie, by Elizabeth Sanxay Holding. 

- the creature who triumphs by her weakness. 
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Why Invincible ? 

(George H. Doran Co.) 

HIS is a disturbing book. It is a brilliantly 

vindictive attack, from the modern femin- 

ist point of view, on the old-fashioned “womanly 

woman.” The Invincible Minnie of this book is 

And we are told by the author that this “woman- 
liness” of Minnie’s means, when you get right 
down to brass tacks, that she is a liar and a thief. 

We are told that her fierce, unthinking, “mater- 
nal instinct” which makes her so apparently ready 

to die for her children, makes her at the same 

time an utterly unfit person to have children. 

We are shown the children for proof—certainly 

as unfortunate wretches as have ever appeared 

in realistic fiction—and we are made to feel 

that they would have been much better off 

as orphans. We are told that her charm, such 

as it is, consists of a kind of greasy warmth of 

emotion, a crude ineptness of behavior, a sloppy 

indifference to results, and an intellectual silli- 

ness. 
That’s all right, so far. Nobody can hurt my 

feelings by saying such things. But when I am 

further told that the so-called modern man 

(which I take to mean me) is helplessly the vic- 

tim of such charms—when I am told that her 

maternal emotions appeal to something infantile 

in me, her helplessness to my protective instincts, 

her idiocy and sloppiness to some streaks of bon- 

homie—and when I am further told that I pre- 

fer her to the clean, sensible, capable, honest, 

modern woman—why, by Heaven, I protest! 

I resent the imputation upon my sex that we prefer the 

primordial female to the 1920 brand. Of course there 

may be some troglodytic males left in the world who like 

  
‘that sort of woman. But where do they find her? I didn’t 

suppose there were very many of her left. I never have 

been really acquainted with an authentic Minnie in my life, 

and I had supposed the type to be obsolescent. : 

Imagine, then, my surprise when half a dozen of the quite 

modern and very candid women of my acquaintance in talk- 

ing about this book confessed to finding in Minnie something. 

of a portrait of themselves! Not of their most obvious 

selves, which are honest and sane and civilized; but of their 

secret, suppressed selves! “There is,” said one of these can- 

did women, “a lot of Minnie’s ‘pure sex and wilfulness’ in 

all of us.” And it seemed, from further remarks, that this 

Minnie self was not always quite suppressed, either! 

Well, I call it noble of them to confess; and I shall go on 

thinking that they are not in the least like Minnie. If they 

have a submerged Minnie self in them, they manage it very 

well, and their triumphant modernity is all the more to their 

credit, say I. 

But I have another quarrel with the book. Minnie, in the 

story, takes a young man away from her very modern sister, 

Frances. He isn’t very much of a young man, put anyway, 

Frances loves him. He is a very weak and childish person; 

and Frances, loving him, hates his weaknesses, and is en- 

gaged in sternly and successfully making a man of him when 

her sister Minnie comes along and takes him away from her. 
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“Well, my old man was a Republican. I’m a Republican. 

Isn’t that reason enough.” 

Minnie proceeds to mother him in her terrible way, encour- 

aging him in his weaknesses until she has utterly destroyed 

his self-respect and made a mess of him. All that I 

can grant for the sake of argument. But what I want te 

know is, why did Frances let her sister do it? 

The point I wish to make is that there may be some 

excuse for poor, weak, romantic males being steam-rollered 

by the invincible Minnies; but why should sane, efficient, 

honest girls like Frances lie down and let themselves be run 

over? And if they do, then are they as sane, as efficient 

as honest—in short, as modern—as they are supposed to be? 

In a word, if the Minnies are invincible, whose fault is it? 

I cannot, hold with the author that Minnie is the right one 

to blame. In fact, I am much more inclined to blame her 

quasi-modern sister Frances for the way everything goes 

wrong. It is because Frances is not quite the real thing in 

the way of modernism, that Minnie is successful. If Frances 

were the real thing, she would render all the Minnies in the 

world harmless. Modernism is not a pious aspiration; it is a 

thing as fierce and passionate and ruthless as anything the 

primordial woman can offer, and ten times as#effective. 

I cannot praise a fugitive and cloistered feminist modernism, 

that (to go on misquoting Milton) never sallies out and 

knocks the daylight out of its adversary, but slinks out of the 

race, where that immortal garland is to be run for, not with- 

out dust and heat. In short, I want to read a book about the 

Invincible Frances! : 

I should add that this book is an admirable adventure in 

American 1ealism. FLoyp DELL. 

   



    
“Growing Up” 

Growing Up, by Mary Vorse. (Boni and Liveright.) 

Gas are among the most interesting people in the 
world, and, strange as it may seem, they are just being 

discovered for purposes of fiction.. There have been children 

in books to be sure—angelic and pathetic and misunderstood 
children for the most part, and all too obviously the author’s 

pwn idealized and slightly hysterical conception of himself or 

herself as a child. These pretty memories of our childish 

selves which We carry into adult life are not real children. 
The real child, as observed by any sympathetic but candid 

parent able to face the facts of what he sees, is far more 
interesting than such ideal pictures. The real child is less 
a little angel than a little devil, trailing behind him not so 

much clouds of glory as vague hints of the primordial pre- 
human life from which our race so painfully emerged—a fas- 

cinating and sometimes a terrifying phenomenon. And—if 

one can retain one’s sense of humor, that first aid to parent- 
hood—an irresistibly and delightfully funny phenomenon. 
Mary Vorse has kept her sense of humor magnificently, and 
is able to deal with the children in her book as many parents 
will wish they could in real life. Her book is a masterpiece 

of accurate observation, and (in spite of a little jibe at Freud 
in one of its pages) decidedly a book for Freudians. The 

mysterious and whimsical aspects of “growing up” and the 
underlying painful seriousness of that process, have never 

been so well represented in fiction. Among the public which 

appreciates a true realism which is consistent with good old- 

fashioned story-telling, this book is destined to become a 

modern classic. B.D, 
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“Open the Door” 
Open the Door, by Catherine Carswell. (Harcourt, Brace 

and Howe.) 

E have all known in real life the young woman who per- 

sists in falling in love with the wrong kind of man. 

And by the wrong kind of man we mean nothing particularly 

subtle as to character—we merely mean that he is obviously 

unmarriageable. The first time it happens, we are glad that 

he is unmarriageable; a lucky thing, we think, for her! 

The second time we are distinctly annoyed, but we set it 

down as part of her education. But after it appears to have 

become a habit, we are simply sorry for her. It seems such 

a waste of perfectly good emotion, to keep on falling in love 

with unmarriageable men. And, as we rate things in real 

life, among the most unmarriageable men with whom a girl 

can fall in love are those men who are quite solidly married 

already. 

The fact is, we want our friends to be happy. And so we 

do not like to see them as the heroes and heroines of tragic 

romance, That may be all right for characters in a book 

of fiction; but in real life we exasperatedly ask, “Why the 
dickens can’t she fall in love with somebody that she can be 

seen on the street with?” Practical life makes moralists, of 
a sort, of us all. We do not, in real life, admire the heroine 

of such painful misadventures as a splendidly emancipated 

person. No, we impatiently wonder what the devil is the 

matter with her. 
The girl in this book is such a person. It is true, she does 

get married—but to precisely the wrong person, and we 
breathe a sigh of relief when her marriage is quickly termi- 
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FLOYD DELL’S FIRST NOVEL ‘“MOON-CALF”’ IS 

JUST OUT! HAVE YOU ORDERED YOUR COPY? 

Mr. Knopf who is publishing “Moon-Calf” declares it the best first novel that has ever 
been offered to him. The price is $2.50, plus postage. 

“The history of a young man at odds with the world.” 

A generous arrangement. with the publisher makes it possible for us to put this book 
within easy reach of every Liberator reader. If you will get us two new annual subscriptions 
to the Liberator, (total $5.00) we will be glad to send Floyd Dell’s novel to you free, as an 

BUT WHATEVER YOU DO, DON’T MISS THE BOOK. IT’S GREAT! 

I enclose five dollars.* Send a copy of “Moon-Calf” to: Name.. 

And the Liberator for twelve months to aon of the following: 
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Wm. Z. Foster, 
one of the little foxes who spoil 
the capitalistic vines, has written 
the greatest book in labor his- 
tory. People who know say it is 
“fabor doing its own thinking.” 

THE GREAT 
STEEL STRIKE 
AND ITS LESSONS 

Second large printing 
288 pages 8 illustrations 

(Paper $1.00) (Cloth $1.75) 

THE BLACK 
MAN'S BURDEN 

By E. D. Morel ($2.00) 

THE 
IRISH LABOUR 
MOVEMENT 
By W. P. Ryan ($2.00) 

The EVOLUTION 
OF SINN FEIN 

By R. M. Henry ($2.00) 

Pamphlets 
AN ANALYSIS OF SOCIALISM, 

By Max Hirsch * 
Here are formulated some of the keenest 
+ lea ever made of socialist doctrine. 

ic.) 

“WHERE IRON IS, THERE IS 
THE FATHERLAND!” 

By Clarence K. Streit 
Big business and the war. (50c.) 

THE ENDOWMENT OF MOTH- 
ERHOOD, 

Edited with a preface by Kath- 

arine Anthony 
The report of seven English sociologists. 
(50c.) 

THE TWELVE, 
By Alexander Blok, translated 

by Abraham + Yarmolinsky, 

verified by Babette Deutsch 

The epic of the Russian Revolution, (50c.) 
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Radicals read bourgeois novelists because they suppose that 

they must read them or nothing. And until now there has been 
no great American artist who has so digested the economic interpre- 
tation of history that he has thought and felt instinctively as a 
Marxian in literature: 

POOR WHITE 
By Sherwood Anderson 

is the work of a creative thinker. Here you see the Middle West of 

the 70’s stretching itself like a towseled-youngster, and its inhabi- 

tants either on the wave of the new order, or crushed and cast aside 

by it. ($2.00). 

Are you disgusted with intellectuals? Randolph Bourne 

proved during the war that it was possible to be an intellectual 
and still not sell out to a sick idea: 

THE HISTORY OF A LITERARY 
RADICAL 

By Randolph Bourne 

is a group of essays and portraits, edited and prefaced by his friend 

Van Wyck Brooks. ($2.00). 

  

Max Eastman anticipated William Bayard Hale in his psy- 

choanalytic conversation with Woodrow Wilson, but he did not 
do more than sketch the possibility of discovering the psychic rea- 

sons for the president’s illness and conduct. 

THE STORY OF A STYLE 
By William Bayard Hale 

is a. powerful indictment of the president’s mental processes and 

moral courage brilliantly supported by facts. Mr. Hale examines the 

president’s collected writings in the light of psychoanalysis. This 

new kind of critical biography is chiefly significant as a means of de- 

tecting shams. (Probably $2.00). 

  

Seldom does one great man take the trouble to understand or 

write of another. But Maxim Gorky is not merely writing of 

Tolstoy in 

REMINISCENCES OF TOLSTOY 
By Maxim Gorky 

but of a quality he considers fatal to the Russian people. No one be- 

fore has dared to look into the colossal soul of the great Russian. 

“Surely he has some thoughts of which he is afraid,” says Gorky. 

Women and death, he shows were the objects of Tolstoy’s passionate 

interest and the source of his terror. Two tremendous forces con- 

front each other in this book. Tolstoy the non-resistant, unscienti- 

fic other-worldly, oriental; Gorky the realist, psychologist, Bolshe- 

vist opportunist, with reverence for nothing but life itself. ($1.50). 

Add 10% in ordering direct from the publisher to cover postage or books will be sent C. O. D. 

116 West 13th street, B. W. HUEBSCH, INC., Publishers, New York City 
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Floyd Dell’s 
FIRST NOVEL 

MOON-CALF 
is without question the most important and interesting first novel by an American that has come to us. Felix 
Fay, the hero, is the sort of young man often met in American life, but seldom dealt with seriously or adequately 
in American fiction. Interested in ideas, and wilfully indifferent to the hard facts of life, he blunders amusingly 
and painfully through his world. It is in the realm of love that his adventures are most quixotic and unusual. 

Behind this amazing young man—amazing, and yet familiar, because so much like all youth—is the pan- 
orama of our own growing Middle West. It is a life that Mr. Dell knows well at first hand ; he conveys the 
sense of it easily and brilliantly, with the keenness of perception and simplicity of manner that is distinctive of 
him. 

From first to last “MOON CALF” is a vivid and dramatic interpretation of the younger generation in 
America. Above all, it strikes a new and welcome note in American fiction. 

On sale by The Liberator. 
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$2.50 net, postage extra 
(WILL BE SENT FREE TO ANYONE WHO SECURES TWO NEW, ANNUAL LIBERATOR SUBSCRIPTIONS—$5.00) 

THE ANTICHRIST By F. W. Nietzsche 
Translated from the German with an introduction by H. L. Mencken 

Max Eastman says: “A translation that abates none of the reckless and magnificent contempts of the ori- 
ginal. It is a great book, a book that stands up and will be visible across the centuries. If I were presiding over 
a course of study in Communism, I would begin by asking every member of my class to read it.” $1.75 net. 

WERE YOU EVER A CHILD? By Floyd Dell 
By way of becoming a classic on education, this book by the asseciate editor of The Liberator is selling as 

well today as when it was published a year ago. “A wholly delightful book—full of radical but common sense. 
Mr. Dell has in him much of the child he writes about.”—Chicago Tribune. $1.75 net. 

COLORS OF LIFE By Max Eastman 
“A few months ago the critics . . . said the poems were good, but they reviewed the preface [‘On American 

Ideals in Poetry’], Now the belief has come that Eastman has written, not only demonstrations of a poetic prin- 
ciple, but also one of the few greatest books of verse in the country.... It requires time to know and to under- 
stand and to love it.”—Detroit News. $1.25 net. 

THE ECONOMIC REPRINTS PSYCHOANALYSIS AND 

BEHAVIOR By Andre Tridon 
“All of them valuable books and attractively printed and bound.” 

The unconscious; the meaning of nerves; the love life; the neg- 

—The Nation. 
I. THE LIFE OF ROBERT OWEN By Himself 
“A very eventful life, and one of the first importance in the his- 
tory of Socialism, labor and co-édperation, and is the expression ‘ ite eos es “i so RAlaniang sal personality.”_N. Poet ” $1.50 ae ative and the positive lives; how one woman was driven insane 

and cured; dual personalities; sleep, sleeplessness, and night- IL-1. _THE LIFE AND STRUGGLES OF WILLIAM 
LOVETT 

“A notable autobiography.”—Boston Transcript. Two volumes, 
$3.00 net. 

IV. THE PIONEERS OF LAND REFORM 
Essays by Spence, Ogilvie, and Thomas Paine, $1.50 net. 

mares; self-knowledge through dream ‘study; psychoanalitic 
treatment; the four schools of psychoanalysis (Freud, Jung, Ad- 
ler, Kempf) are some of the chapters of this most timely, in- 

teresting and valuable book. Note:—This volume duplicates 
none of the material in Mr. Tridon’s Psychoanalysis. $2.50 nets  
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THE 
SOCIALIZATION 

OF MONEY 
E. F. MYLIUS 

Second edition now ready 

CONTENTS: 

(1) The problem of Exchange, (2) Bankruptcy of commodity 

money, (3) The so-called standard of value, (4) Why panics 

occur, (5) What socialized money is, (6) Its probable economic 

effects, etc., etc. 

Floyd Dell says of this pamphlet: 

“The proper functions of money, as socialized, are 

described in clear and altogether comprehensible 

terms. ..-” 

Price 30 cents. Discount to wholesalers for quantities 

of twenty or more. 

’ Send orders to E. F. Mylius, 

Address The Liberator, 138 West 13th Street, New York     
  

  

  

nated by her husband’s death. We hope she has learned 

something by her experience; but it appears that she hasn’t— 

for with plenty of admirable young men hovering about, she 

has to fall in love with a man who is already married, and 

who has no intention of becoming unmarried, and who is 

about twice her age, and who is altogether as impossible to 

the reader as he is fascinating to the girl. 

The book is largely occupied with a convincing account, 

unmarred by either romantic adulation or moralistic dis- 

paragement, of the necessarily painful and unsatisfying re- 

lationship which ensues between these two people. We see 

here, as we can seldom see in yeal life, how curiously inevit- 

able it was, without being freed from our fundamental convic- 

tion that it is all a mistake. The girl herself appears to 

share these feelings of ours, for she attempts to free herself 

from this relationship at the very outset by engaging herself 

to a splendid young man with whom she ought to be in love. 

But, confound it, she isn’t, and she has to break the engage- 

ment and let herself drift into what is in contrast a mere 

footling intrigue. Finally, having exhausted the disillusion- 

ment which this intrigue is capable of affording, she painfully 

frees herself from it. And what then? 

In the last few pages of the book the odd and mysterious 

distaste which has kept her from falling in love with the 

right man suddenly disappears, and she finds her real des- 

tiny—a destiny as happy as it is ordinary and sensible—in 

the arms of the right young man. The incident through 

which this miracle happens is one which will be quite clear to 

none, it is to be feared, except Freudians. But, anyway, it 

happens. She emerges from the queer inhibitions and com- 

pulsions which have been clouding her wishes, into a “new- 
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JUST PUBLISHED! 

WOMAN AND 
THE NEW RACE 

By MARGARET SANGER 
WITH PREFACE BY HAVELOCK ELLIS 

This leader of feminine thought and action gives 

here new, practical, constructive ideas on the limita- 

tation of offspring that are startling only because 

othef writers have lacked the vision and the courage 

to set them forth. 

A revelational book which illuminates the rights, 

privileges and duties of women in regard to every 

social problem of the day. 

$2.00 at your Bookstore 
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born life.” “She knew her happiness and hailed it”—in fact. 

she ran after the right young man as fast as she could, and 

thrust herself breathlessly into his astonished arms. 

Well, such things happen. The trouble in writing about 

them is that this generation is just beginning to be re- 

educated inte a belief in miracles. It is-hard to believe in 

revolutions, whether in the epic of world-history or in the 

dramas of the individual soul. But they happen. Only we 

have no words in which to make them seem probable—the 

only really intimate knowledge of such sudden changes being 

still couched in the technical jargon of, in the politico-eco- 

nomic field, Marxism, and in the psychic field, psycho-analy- 

sis. It is really too much to expect a story-teller at the very 

beginning of our new knowledge about the human soul to 

make clear why such things happen, without cluttering up 

her pages with offensive scientific gibberish about “com- 

plexes.” The best she can do is to make us feel that such 

things do happen—and that, I think, Catherine Carswell has 

done. Even with its explanatory i’s left undotted and its t’s 

uncrossed, this story will help many people to understand 

themselves and each other—and that, of course, is what 

stories are for. F. D. 

Birth-Control 

Woman and the New Race, by Margaret Sanger. With a 

Preface by Havelock Ellis. (Brentano’s.) 

IRTH-CONTROL is sometimes thought of as a move- 

ment aiming at the abolition of legal restrictions upon 

the spread of contraceptive information. Margaret Sanger’s 

book makes it clear that the movement is of more profound 

PUBLISHERS 
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significance than that. The laws which now classify such 

information as “obscene” will very shortly, under the impact 

of public agitation and education, be repealed; of this we 

may be certain, in spite of the dismal prospect which such 

reforms seem to face in this reactionary period after the 

war. But when the laws are changed, the birth-control move- 

ment will have only just begun to operate.. For pirth-con- 

trol means a real revolution in human affairs—the replace- 

ment of involuntary and ignorant and careless and helpless 

and reckless parenthood by voluntary and enlightenéd and 

responsible and efficient and conscientious parenthood all 

over the civilized world. The movement will not have 

reached success until it operates as it were by an unwritten 

law, having behind it the weight of a general social ap- 

proval—until not only are all potential parents free to prac- 

tice birth-control, and able to practice it, but until they uni- 

versally do practice it. What is aimed at, in short, is an 

actual and not a theoretic victory—a real and revolutionary 

change in people’s behavior in the matter of parenthood. 

Mrs. Sanger puts the case for birth-control so admirably 

jn her book that it remains only to note one aspect of it 

which she has neglected, doubtless by intention. Perhaps 

it would be well to say nothing about it here, hut it is the 

only thing which Mrs. Sanger has left anyone to say. She 

consistently regards birth-control as a means of freedom 

for women—freedom from the coercion of custom, ignorance 

and prejudice. That is certainly the most appealing way to 

deal with it. We all want to be free. But there is a sense 

in which birth-control will restrict our freedom, a sense in 

which it will introduce a new and stringént coercion upon our 

lives. And it is with this unpopular aspect of birth-control 

  

RATIONAL LIVING 
Editor: Benzion Liber, M. D., D. P. H, 

Health Conservation, Social Hygiene, Industrial Hygiene, 

Personal and Intimate Hygiene, Child Hygiene, Plain, 

Drugless Treatment of Disease, Birth Control. All Truths 

from All Medical Schools. Fighting Dishonesty in the 

ae Professions. Answers to Subscribers’ Questions. 

rt. 

RATIONAL LIVING is an independent illustrated monthly 

devoted to the teaching of rational methods of living, an edu- 

cational guide for manual and mental workers. It is not sen- 

sational. It has in view the plain, ordinary people and not 

the extraordinary athlete. It is scientific, but popular. It 

saves you money. 
Here is a tentative table of contents of the first issue, which 

will appear soon: 
EDITORIAL NOTES—Quacks, Fall Health Measures, Birth 

Control, Health in Soviet Russia, Radical Doctors, Sebastien 
Faure, ete. 
ARTICLES—Living Rooms, by The Walker; Influenza; Mod- 

ern Medicine; Max Klinger’s Beethoven; The Cause and the 

Symptom; Be Your Own Doctor; Labor and Health, illus- 

trated; Labor and Industrial Hygiene; Physical Examination 

of the Workers; Fatigue and Work; Women in the Textile 
Industry; Food’ and the Child; The Child and the Home 
(Recompenses); Dr. Marie Stopes of England on Birth Con- 
trol; Vegetarianism; Slaughter for Hat Feathers; The Heal- 
ing Professions (The Opinion of a Regular, A Popular Drug, 
Cee Literature, Quackery and Banditism) ; As a Doctor 
Sees It, by Dr. B. Z.; Impressions of the Country, by a Semi- 
Farmer; Book Review; Reproductions from Zorn and Klinger. 

Forty cents a copy. Sale of single copies very restricted; 
subscribe now. We must know how many copies to print. 
So far the success is splendid, Four dollars a year every- 
where in United States value. Corresponding rates for shorter 

periods. Address 

RATIONAL LIVING, 
61 Hamilton Place, New York City. 

In this issue DR. MARIE STOPES, of England, 
whose book has been recently declared illegal by the 
U. S. Post Office, on BIRTH CONTROL (lst article).       
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“The Language of the Inter-nation.” 

ESPERANTO 
is now taught in the public schools of Russia. 

Its adoption by the SOVIET GOVERN- 

MENT, after an extensive investigation of 

the world language question, definitely es- 

tablishes its standing as the common lan- 

guage of the proletarian movement. 

ESPERANTO is endorsed by recognized in- 

ternational leaders like Henri Barbusse and 

Romain Rolland, and has the unqualified 

support of radical and labor bodies in all 

parts of the globe. 

No internationalist can afford to remain 

ignorant of this simple and easily acquired 
language. Send now for complete text book 

and dictionary, $1.50 post free 
(Canada $1.75). 

METROPOLITAN ESPERANTO CLUB, 
138 West 13th Street, 

New York City. 

Personal class instruction in all principal cities; write 
for details. 

  

      
that I propose to deal—on the theory that we might as well 

face the worst of things. 

At present there exists a kind of freedom which birth- 

control will abolish. Any of us are free to have more chil- 

dren than we can support, free to have children who are an 

intolerable burden both to ourselves and to society at large, 

free even to have children who by reason of congenital 

weaknesses ought never to be born at all. Not all of us are 

ignorant of the means of birth-control, by any means, and 

yet some of us seem to be as pathetically in the grip of the 

blind and reckless passion of parenthood as others are m 

the grip of a drug-habit. Parenthood is with some of us, 

and particularly with those of us who are proletarians, 4 

habit. It was doubtless this habit which caused the obser- 
vant Romans to give the name of “proletariat,” which means 

“producers of children,” to the working class. And under 

the circumstances, the habit is often nothing less than a viee. 

The parents of too many children may complain of their lot, 

just as the victims of the drink-habit do; but they yield to 
it just the same. Not to go into morbid psychology +00 
deeply in a family magazine, we may suspect that people 

whose economic position is a humiliating one, and lacking 

in the normal gratifications given by a sense of power, may 
find pleasure in the helplessness and dependence of childrea 

whom they are actually unable to support properly. There 

is no one so poor but he can be a king in his own home and 
have children for subjects. Even martyrdom has its satis- 
factions, and parents who are martyrs to large families are 

frequently enough so by choice. Our literature has been very 

kind, very delicate, very tender, upon the subject of parent- 

hood, and it is far from telling the truth about it. As a 
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matter of brutal fact, we become parents for all sorts of 

obscure motives which we would find it difficult to justify 
in the light of reason. We become parents for no better 
reason sometimes than that a child is a more satisfying kind 
of pet than a cat or a dog. And some of us, to whom a dog- 

fancier would hesitate to entrust a perfectly good puppy, 

can have children and treat them in a way which would 
make any lover of dogs bitter. There are limits, of course, 

to the inefficiency and brutality with which we are allowed 

to treat children and dogs; but on the whole we are allowed 
to do with them just about as we please. Thus the dogs, 
being a hardier kind of pet, have the best of it, as the com- 
parative mortality statistics would show. 

The blind and reckless philoprogenitive instinct which suf- 

ficed under more primitive conditions must be supplanted to 

an extent by something more conscious, deliberate and re- 

sponsible. That has already happened to a large extent 

throughout the educated ¢lasses of the world, who have been 

socially coerced into being sensible about babies. They have 

been coerced by doctors and women’s clubs and books and 

the opinion of their class. They are already obeying the 

new- unwritten law. 
The question of when to have babies and how many to 

have, is only a part of the realistic attitude toward babies in 

general. And this realistic attitude is slowly pushing “nat- 

ural” parenthood, that pathetic combination of blind in- 

stincts and exaggerated sentiments and neurotic impulses, 

out of the way. The true argument for birth-control is 

that the private history of sexual passion between husband 

and wife has no more to do with the social question of 

whether and when a child should be born, than the contents 

of the family ice-box have to do with the question of what 

the baby should have to eat. It is “natural” enough to give 

a hungry baby a piece of mince-pie. It is equally natural to 

yield to the urge of the philogenitive instinct when it would 

have equally inappropriate results. And the only way we 

ever stop being “natural” is through social coercion. 

But this pressure cannot be applied by members of one 

class to another with any success. The well-intentioned lady 

who lectures her washerwoman on the selfishness and 

thoughtlessness of having too many children is silently ad- 

monished to mind her own business. The fact that the well- 

intentioned lady has in her ignorance hit upon the essential 

truth in the washerwoman’s case, does not alter the useless- 

ness of such advice. It is not, in fact, the business of the 

rich to interfere with the pleasures of the poor. But it is 

the business of science and education to interfere with the 

pleasures of all of us when these pleasures are jncompatible 

with social well-being. But it is a hard task. 

The truth is, humanity as a whole is just beginning to 

take babies seriously. In a few years we shall have all the 

popular woman’s magazines discussing the best means of 

birth-control, along with modified milk and rompers. No- 

body will think there is anything obscene about it. But in 

the meantime, with silly anti-birth-control laws on the stat- 

ute-books (though in New York State the law has recently 

been interpreted as giving to physicians the right of teaching 

contraception), and with many thousands of women in actual 

ignorance of any means of preventing conception, there is a 

tremendous need for such books as this of Margaret Sanger’s. 

It throws into the dark and criminal stupidity of the oppo- 

nents of birth-control a powerful searchlight of scientific in- 

telligence. And it is by the power of scientific intelligence 

that birth-control is destined to conquer. F. D. 
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IS NOW EDITED 

By Art Young and Me 

You know me—I’m the man who 
helps Art Young. . Also, you know 
Art. With my help, you ought to 
see what he’s doing now. 

$3.50 per year. $1 for three months. 

GOOD MORNING 

7 East 15th St., New York 

  

    RATION ALISM in all its ramifications, radical in 

everything, especially religion, six 
years old and still going. Send 

$1.00 for a year’s subscription or 10 cents for sample 

sopies, none free. The Crucible, 13380 First Ave., 

Seattle, Wash. 

  

  

  

FOR POETS 
E who marries Beauty 

Has a fleeing spouSe. 

She will not be patient 
In a good man’s house. 

Trails reach out and take her, 

Daring hill and hollow, 
And as in his courtship days 

A man must fellow! 

Now at home and now abroad, 
As it suits her best. 

He who marries Beauty 

Has a fitful rest. 

He who marries calm Content 
Is. met at each day’s close. 

Ah, but how ‘he tires of her 

Never neighbor knows! 

Mary Carolyn Davis. 
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Love Among the Artists 

Youth and the Bright Medusa, by Willa Cather. (Alfred 
A. Knopf.) 

oe is a just prejudice against books ‘about artists 

and writers. It is not, of course, that these people are 

not interesting, for they are—in fact, the whole tribe of 
business men and their wives are worshipfully and enviously 

interested in the lives of the artistic tribe. But they are 

usually written about—as for instance by May Sinclair or 

Leonard Merrick—with some species of preposterous senti- 

mentality, which exaggerates either their lack of common- 

sense or their disregard of the conventional properties, until 
they come to seem, in such fictions, utterly unlike regular 

human beings. 

It is vastly to Willa Cather’s credit that she has made the 
artist real—for almost the first time in the history of liter- 
ature. I am not forgetting “Jean Christophe,” which is, of 

course, a book of far more serious intentions than these little 
tales of Willa Cather’s pretend to; but all the same, and 

without comparing small things to great, there is more real- 

ity in these little tales than in all the magnificent epic of 

Romain Rolland. After all, Rolland allowed himself to be 
put in the position of defending, justifying and gaining sym- 
pathy for his hero. Willa Cather is no advocate making a 
plea. She is a very wise and good-humored observer. 

The new stories in this volume represent a marked advance 
upon the older ones here reprinted, in which there is still a 

lingering touch of the traditional sentimentality. In the new 

stories there is a coolness, a firmness, and a smiling imper- 

turbability which is, exquisitely appropriate to her theme. 
If she can do a full-length novel about an American artist 
in this vein, we shall not need to hesitate in making the com- 
parison with “Jean Christophe.” BoD; 

  

GOOD MORNING’S HARVEST FESTIVAL 
Whether Debs gets four million seven thou- 

sand and two hundred votes—or only a million, 

We've got the world by the tail. We dance, 
we eat pumpkin pie and greet the coming day. 

The Poor Fish leads the Grand March at 10 
o'clock. After cider.—GOOD MORNING'S con- 
tributors will sing “Bringing in the Sheaves.” 

  

Yorkville Casino, 210 E. 86th St., N. Y. City. 

Saturday, November 6th. 

Dance and dinner—$3.00—Dance separate—$1.50. 

GOOD MORNING CO., Inc., 

7 E. 15th St. New York City 

  

  

Russian lady, University Education (Mos- 
cow) will give lessons in the Russian Jan- 

gauge; elocution a specialty. Best references. 
Apply M. K., care The Liberator,     138 W. 13th Street, New York City 
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HONEY 
Guaranteed pure clover and buckwheat honey. 
Buy direct from the apiary and save money. 

Write for price list. 
W. Schipper, ROTTERDAM APIARIES 

R. F. D. 3, Schenectady, New York 
  

  

A CONCERT EVERY NIGHT 

The best cuisine and music 
can be enjoyed in the 

HUNGARIAN WORKMEN’S HOME 
350 EAST 81st ST, NEW YORK 
  

  

Miss Eve Adams is traveling for The Liberator, 

taking subscriptions. Please give her yours— 

when she calls upon you. 

  

  

TO SUBSCRIBERS: 

If your Liberator doesn’t come—please write 

and ask us why.- We want you to have every copy 

and will be grateful for a chance to make up for 

accidents, whether they are our fault or not. 

Circulation Department. 

  

  

H. SLIKERMAN 
Lawyer 

Suite 909, Pacific Building 
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL, 

  

  

  For Rent 

Three pleasant sunny rooms (two large 

and one smaller) for use as offices or 

studios at 138 West 13th Street. May be 

rented separately or together. 

Telephone Chelsea 9300. 
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THE LIMITATION OF OFFSPRING BY 

THE PREVENTION OF CONCEPTION 

By WILLIAM J. ROBINSON 

All the arguments for and against the voluntary limi- 

tation of offspring or birth control concentrated in one 

book of 250 pages. 

CLOTHBOUND—Sent postpaid on receipt of $2. 

Send for free circulars of our other books. 

MODERN BOOK CO., 
32 Union Square, N. Y. C. 
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BIRTH CONTROL= IN BOSTON 
You can get radical and liberal literature at the 

BEACON BOOK SHOP 
68 Pemberton Square Boston, Mass. 

Phone Haymarket 4891-M. 
If we haven’t what you wish we'll get it for you. 

  

  

  

Stenographic Reports of 

CONVENTIONS, HEARINGS, MASS 
MEETINGS, ETC. 

TYPEWRITING—Accurately and neatly done. Manu- 
scripts, Notes, ete. 

TRANSLATING 

MIMEOGRAPHING in large quantities, delivered in 
record time 

CONVENTION REPORTING CO. 

32 Union Square, New York, N. Y. 

Telephone Stuyvesant 1963, 5296 

Night and Sunday Phone University 6868 

THE RAND SCHOOL 
NOW OFFERS 

NINE COURSES BY CORRESPONDENCE 
Among the subjects covered are 

CO-OPERATION, ECONOMICS, SOCIALISM 

Ask for Folder No, 230 when you write to 

Room 301 7 East Fifteenth St., N. Y. C. 
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CO-OPERATION 
Issued Monthly One Year 75c. 

THE CO-OPERATIVE LEAGUE OF AMERICA 

2 West 18th St. New York City 
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Art Foundry 
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oe For work or dress wear 
Every pair inspected 

Direct from Boston Makers to you, of 

exceptional quality, soles sewed not 

nailed, solid leather thruout, neat, 

comfortable, guaranteed to 
wear or a new pair 

free; $12.00 _ value, 

worth twenty-four in 
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$6.98 Pay on arrival. Postage Free. 

Mail coupon to-day to 
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25 Huntington Ave., Boston, 17 Mass. 
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OFFICER'S ARMY SHOE | 

Plaza 5096 

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS 
and Picture Frames 

at HALPERN’S 

Only store—510 Park Ave. 59th & 60th Sts. 

Telephone orders promptly attended to.   
  

          aa 

EDO International Language 
of the Delegation 

Complete Manual of Ido (Grammar, Exer- 

cises, Translations, Dictionaries). 
Exhaustive Text Book of Ido. 
Ido (Origin, Structure, Specimens, Ido and 

Esperanto, Why not Latin, French or 
Bnglish}) 16 poste ee 4 a 

AMERICAN IDO SOCIETY 
A. ROSTROM, Sec’y., 1059 Mohler St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

  $1.50 
$1.40     
 



  
  

    

Would you like to see a book printed on brown wrapping paper? That is 

our scheme for beating the paper-trust. Send for a paper-bound copy of 

100% 
The Story of a Patriot 

By UPTON SINCLAIR 
We printed 20,000 for the first edition, but 12,000 were ordered two weeks before publication, so we 

have another 20,000 just off the press. If the radical movement doesn’t hustle to get this inside story of 

an “under-cover” agent of Big Business, we surely miss our guess! Ryan Walker writes: 

“T have been illustrating ‘100%’ for the New York ‘Call.’ When I started to read the proofs I forgot 

pictures and everything else—and kept on reading until I finished. You have done a very marvelous piece 

of work—and in the whole graphic story there is not one word that could have been spared. It is in its 

way the finest thing you have done. Congratulations.” 

Wm. Morris Feigenbaum, editor of the “New Day,” writes: “Thank you very much for ‘100%’. I 

want to render a report on behalf of b~th my wife and myself. I think you have done it again—that is, 

something like another ‘Brass Check.’ The book will take up, I believe, about 350 or 400 pages, but in 

spite of its comparative length, I read it in about two sittings, while my wife read it over night while 

I was away on a speaking trip.” 

The secretary of Local Los Angeles of the Socialist Party writes: “It is 100% mental dynamite! It 

is probably the best piece of propaganda that I have seen. I believe that it is better than ‘The Brass 

Check,’ because it is in connected story form and makes more readable matter.” 

Price: 60 cents paper postpaid; $1.20 cloth postpaid. 

THE BRASS CHECK 
We are now shipping the eighth edition, 144th thousand, and if you don’t believe this figure we will refer you to our 

printers. The last edition, 30,000 copies, is also on wrapping-paper, and makes a sort of East Aurora, arty-art effect. The 

book is now being translated into German by Dr. Singer, editor of the Vienna “Zeit.” We had 1500 orders from England 

last week; and in New York the Old Style Tory “Weekly Review” holds us to blame for the Wall Street “bomb.” It 

appears that the most poisonous notion spread by the “idiocy” of radicalism is distrust of the press, and the bombs all 

come from that. We have asked the Old Style Tory why she doesn’t review the book and refute our facts; we have tried 

her also with an advertisement and a check. We have tried a number of other capitalist organs with this device. Will 

the kept ladies take a tip behind the Great Madame’s back? 

THE JUNGLE 
Now ready in a new edition. In 1906 the best selling book in the United Statés and Great Britain and its colonies, 

and translated into 17 languages. “The Jungle” has been out of print for six or eight years. They have made the public 

believe that the stockyards have been cleaned up, but that is propaganda. It is interesting to note that they haven’t 

thought it necessary even to pretend that labor conditions have been improved! 

“The ‘Uncle Tom’s Cabin’ of Wage Slavery!” Jack London. 

“T never expected to read a serial. I am reading ‘The Jungle,’ and I should be afraid to trust myself to tell how it 

affects me. It is a great work. I have a feeling that you yourself will be dazed some day by the excitement about it. It 

is impossible that such a power should not be felt. It is so simple, so true, so tragic and so human. It is so eloquent, and 

yet so exact. I must restrain myself or you may misunderstand.” David Graham Phillips, 

DEBS AND THE POETS 
A book which we shall have ready early in November. Ruth Le Prade had the interesting idea of collecting the poetry 

which had been written about Debs, and also asking the best known writers of this country and abroad what they thought 

of Debs in jail. The high quality of the material astounded us when we Saw it, and we predict that it will astound the 

“public. Here are poems by Riley, Field, Bynner, Mackaye, Untermeyer, Oppenheim, and a score of others, and letters from 

Shaw, Wells, Zangwell, Barbusse, etc. You will need this ammunition in\ the fight for amnesty. 

The prices of all four of the above books are the same—Single copy, 60c postpaid; threé copies, $1.50; ten copies, 

$4.50. By freight or express, collect, 25 copies at 40c per copy; 100 copies at 38c; 500 copies at 36c; 1,000 copies at 35c. 

Single copy, cloth, $1.20 postpaid; three copies, $3.00; ten copies, $9.00. By freight or express, collect, 25 copies at 80c 

per copy; 100 copies at 76c; 500 copies at 72; 1,000 copies at 70c. 

UPTON SINCLAIR, Pasadena, California 

  
       


